CONFIDENTIAL

1. INCIDENT NO. 19 ENDING 011900H JULY 1963

2. SUMMARY OF MILITARY SITUATION FOR THE PERIOD.

2A. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE AREA OF OPERATIONS.

1) ROAD RUNNED FROM NO 607913 (A PROX 7 1/2 MI S OF OGLALA) TO
NO 342986 (APPROX 9 MI S OF OGLALA) GOOD AND WILL ACHIEVE
AND WATER. ROAD SOUTH FROM NO 342986 (APPROX 9 MI S OF
OGLALA) TO NO 399769 (A PROX 13 MI FR OGLALA) PASSABLE. AVOID
FOR POSSIBLE MINES OR MINEFIELD. ROAD USED BY DIVES AND ENDS WITH
HIGH SAND DUNES AND CRATES. WILL VIC CROSS NO 399769 (APPROX 7
MI FROM OGLALA) TOP STEEP AND ROCKY.

2) 011900H, 1 CAR PEG BRIDGE BLOW VIC CROSS NO 399769 ON BUS 1
(APPROX 2 MI S OF OGLALA).

2B. SUMMARY OF MILITARY SITUATION

1) ALTHOUGH VC INITIATED ACTIVITY AGAINST 141 FIELD BN IN AREA,
WE CAME A CAS HAS BEEN 1-4V, VC INITIATED ACTIVITY AGAINST
U.S. MILITARY CAN FIRE LIGHT.

2) 01000H 141 ILLN: APPROX 6 114 MI S OF 200000 (APPROX 8 MI 1/2 OF Y/4 POSITION). LIGHT WITHIN
TURNING POINT 7000. ONE INFILT AND SMALL AMOUNT OF FOOD WAS
RECOVERED. IN BAY LOCATION.

3) 010100H 47F ILLN: 3 HEAD CHARGES WERE THROWN INTO CO
POSITION VIC CROSS NO 492095. NO CASUALTIES ON EITHER SIDE.
(4) OVAP3904G CH I-K-8 ARM ERPED THAT VC ARE HAVING UP A \NIGHTBARK CREED IN 443097 (APPROX 7 MI OF THE LAI). 
MOST LIKELY INTENDED TO HIT ALL CIVILIAN TRAFFIC.

(5) OVAP3904G 3D MAR II 2 VC ENGAGED VIC COORD AT 677649. 
(A PROX 10 MI NW OF DA NANG). VC -SAY- FELL UPON AND 
RAN IN A NORTH DIRECTION.

(6) OVAP3904G 3D MAR II 2 VC ENGAGED VIC COORD AT 677649 (A PROX 
10 MI NW OF DA NANG). VC FELL UPON AND 
RAN IN A NORTH DIRECTION.

(7) OVAP3904G 3D MAR II 2 VC ENGAGED VIC COORD AT 443097 (APPROX 1/2 MI 
OF THE LAI). VC FELL UPON AND RAN IN A NORTH DIRECTION.

(8) OVAP3904G 3D MAR II 2 VC ENGAGED VIC COORD AT 443097 (APPROX 4 MI 
OF THE LAI). VC FELL UPON AND RAN IN A NORTH DIRECTION.

(9) OVAP3904G 3D MAR II 2 VC ENGAGED VIC COORD AT 443097 (APPROX 
6 MI OF THE LAI). VC FELL UPON AND RAN IN A NORTH DIRECTION.

(10) OVAP3904G 3D MAR II 2 VC ENGAGED VIC COORD AT 430972 (APPROX 4 
MI OF THE LAI). VC FELL UPON AND RAN IN A NORTH DIRECTION.

(11) OVAP3904G 3D MAR II 2 VC ENGAGED VIC COORD AT 430972 (APPROX 4 
MI OF THE LAI). VC FELL UPON AND RAN IN A NORTH DIRECTION.

X. OPERATIONS.

In Ovapan FOK IMPRO 1 BTS 14 MAY 1965.
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1. ESCORT IN 20 ZOGS ODA7001H MAY-JUNE 1963.

2. REPORT ON AREA SITUATION FOR PERIOD.

   a. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE AREA OF OPERATIONS:
      (1) MOON UNUSUAL HAVES BEEN TERMINATED AND TRAFFICABILITY HAS
      IMPROVED.

   b. MILITARY SITUATION:
      (1) VC INCREASED ACTIVITY AGAINST THE USMC IN I CORPS CONTINUES TO BE
      LARGEST.

      (2) 012000Z DEC 7/6: 2 VC PLATOONS MOVING IN CAVES VIC AT 965665
      (ALONE X 6 HE SW BANG) N.

      (3) 012215Z DEC 7/6: 3D MARINES STANDED (7 HI SW 238 BAI AIRFIELD) FROM VIC TO
      970667 TO VIC AT 970667 TO VIC AT 840057 CONTAINED 11 HEAVY SPINE HOLE ALONG
      PLANES, 100 GALL. MILK, 60 LBS BREAD, 200 LBS RICE, 200 LBS, PLANS NO. 5, 3
      CANS, 3 OIL CASES, AT CLEANSING GEAR, 36 RDS 7.62 MM AMM, 46 SMALL CER.
      PLANNS, NARROW AND 5-20 VC DOCUMENTS.

      (4) 020500Z DEC 7/6: AGENT RATS 1 VC CO VIC AT 950670 (ATTACK 7
      HI SW BANG) AND 1 VC CO VIC AT 970667. BOTH VC'S HAVE LITTLE MP SUPPORT.

      (5) 021115Z DEC 7/6: 5 VC CO VIC AT 820664 (ATTACK VIC 6 HI SW 235 BAI AIRFIELD)
      NARROW 15 HEAVY SPINE HOLE ALONG PLANES.

      (6) 021220Z DEC 7/6: 3D MARINES STANDED 2 VC VIC AT 849648. (ATTACK 12 HE
      SW BANG)

      (7) 021325Z DEC 7/6: 60 MM MORTAR RDS DEPLOY VIC YD 840057. 60 LBS
      MISSION VIC VIC AT 849067. (ATTACK 6 HI SW 238 BAI AIRFIELD)
JCSFEP MEMORANDUM

(8) 021459Z 4TH Mar: VC SNIPER FIRES VIC OF 458207. (APPROX 5 MI NW CHU LAI)

(9) 021626Z 4TH Mar: 100 VC ENGAGED IN OP ZI VCS OF 495119 (APPROX 7 MI NW CHU LAI)

(10) 021809Z 4TH Mar: CO SIEGE PTL REC 3A AND AR FIRES ON VIC OF 449099. 15 VC HAD INTO HOUSE VIC OF 426103. HOUSE TAKEN UNDER FIRE BY OPTh. ESTIMATED 15 VC KIA. ARTY KILLED ESTIMATED 5 VC.

3. ARMED CAPABILITIES.

NO CHANGE.

GF 4

RELEASED BY ________________________________
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1. INTRUM NO 23 ENDING 051200H JUNE 1965.

2. SUMMARY OF ENEMY SITUATION FOR THE PERIOD.

A. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE AREA OF OPERATIONS. NO CHANGE.

B. ENEMY MILITARY SITUATION.

(1) PHU BAI AREA.

(A) 4 JUN: 3/4 RPTD 13 VC KIA AND 2 VCC VIA VIC YD 814112
(Approx 5 MI SW PHU BAI). 8 RNAS, SEVERAL ROUNDS 81MM
MORT AMMO, 4 GRANADINES, AND 4 PACKS OF TNT RECOVERED.
1 VCC STATED HE WAS IN THE 0-106 CC LOC NEAR HILL 307
(Approx 7 MI SW PHU BAI) VIC YD 847045. OTHER VCC
STATED HE WAS IN K-41 CC. 0-2 COMBAT: 0-106 CC
UNCONFIRMED.

(2) DANANG AREA.

(A) 4 JUN: HAO VAN DIST POLICE CHIEF RPTD U/I MF IN IN
REST AREA VIC AT 980610, AT 999600, AND AT 999612
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APPROX 7 MI S DAMANG. CP VIC AT 981615. STR 300.
NO ARMY OR KNY VPNS. ANOTHER U/I IN VIC AT 001650
IN NA THANX APPROX 5 MI S CP DAMANG. THIS BN RPTD
WITHOUT ARMY OR KNY VPNS. THESE BKS MOVED TO AREA
AFTER OPERATIONS NEAR NOT AN RPTD TIRED BUT IN GOOD
HEALTH. BN CP IN LOC NA THANX TO ATK ARMY ENG BN
VT IN VIC BT 011650 APPROX 4 MI S DAMANG.

(b) 4 JUN: VC INITIATED FIRE FIGHT RPTD VIC AT 858767
APPROX 11 MI W DAMANG.

(c) 4 JUN: (F/6) LOCAL VILLAGERS RPT INDICATE 3 U/I CO'S
AND HQ SECT LOC VIC AT 8479, AT 8378, AND AT 8478
APPROX 11 MI W DAMANG. RA CO APPEALED W/1 HONT AND 2
KIA. (G-2 COMMENT: THIS IS FIRST REPORT OF VC UNITS
WITHIN 3D HARRIV TACTS IN THIS AREA).

(d) 4 JUN: VC EMPLOYED AP MINES IN HLS VIC AT 859751
APPROX 11 MI W DAMANG. (G-2 COMMENT: REPEATED USE
OF HLS WILL FLAG THEM FOR VC TO MINE AND BOoby
TRAP IN ANTICIPATION OF CONTINUED USE).

(e) 4 JUN: SNIPER FIRE AND GRENADES RPTD VIC AT 858763
APPROX 11 MI W DAMANG.

(f) 4 JUN: UNK GROUP MARKED HLS W/WHITE SMOKE VIC AT
945595 APPROX 11 MI SW DAMANG. (G-2 COMMENT: POSSIBLE
VC ATTEMPT TO AMBUSH HELICOPTERS).

(g) 4 JUN: (F/6) FEMALE VC CAPTURED VIC LE MY STABBED
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VILLAGERS PAID RICE TAX ON 7 APR AND WERE FORCED TO CARRY RICE TO BOAT REACHED ON CAKE RIVER VIC AT 005226 APPROX 6 MI NW MAHANG. BOAT WAS BLACK, 10 M LONG, 4 M WIDE, 1 1/2 M DEEP. 4 OR 5 MAN CREW WEARING UNIFORMS. WHEN LOADED BOAT PROCEEDED UP RIVER.

(N) 5 JUN: 5 VOS CAPTURED VIC AT 953666 APPROX 7 MI SW MAHANG.

(I) 5 JUN: 3D MAR RPT AREA TO BE HEAVILY MINED VIC AT 0575, AT 0675, AT 0576 AND AT 0676. GUERRILLA BASE CAMP LOC AT 857668 CONTAINING MINE MAKING MATERIAL.

3. ENEMY CAPABILITIES. NO CHANGE.

CP 4
It is a confidential document. The content is as follows:

1. DRAFTED BY
   G-2 3D MARDIV (F/D)
   TRANS TO:
   GM/F

2. ROUTING

3. CON:
   31/2

4. PRI:
   06 06-31/7

5. FROM:
   CG THIRD MARDIV

6. TO:
   CG III MAF

7. INFO:
   THIRD MARDIV (RWN)
   CG III MAF (ADV)
   AMONG THIRD MARDIV
   CO HAS ONE SIX

8. CONFIDENTIAL

1. ENTITY NO 24 ENDING 061200H JUNE 1965

2. SUMMARY OF EVENTS SITUATION FOR THE PERIOD:

   A. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE AREA OF OPERATIONS. NO CHANGE.

   B. CURRENT MILITARY SITUATION.

      (1) VC INITIATED ACTIVITY AGAINST MARDIV IN THE I CORPS HAS INCURRED.

      (2) PHU DAI AREA

         (A) 5 JUN: VC LAND MINE, LOG VIC TD 809114 APPROX 7 MI
              W PHU DAI. TANK SLIGHTLY DAMAGED BY MINE.

      (3) DA MAI AREA

         (A) 5 JUN: SPORADIC SNIPER FIRE ENCOUNTERED VIC AT 961672
              AND AT 963666 APPROX 5 1/2 MI SW DA MAI. 1 VC KIA
              SHEN AREA. SPORADIC SNIPER FIRE CONTINUED FOR 2 HRS.
              MOVING TROOPS WERE SIGNED VIC AT 960664. 2 MORE VC
              KIA'S OBSERVED AFTR AIR STRIKE. NIGHT ERDL CONTACT.

         (B) 5 JUN: (F/3): VILLAGE CHIEF RPTD 1 VC GO W/1-60MM

CON: 31/2 06 JUN 65
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MORT, 3-MG'S AND AN'S VIC NEAR HOA, HOA MY, AND
THAME AN, AREA CENTRALIZED VIC AT 0479 APPROX 12
MI WEST DA NANG. COMPANY FABREP AT 9TH COMPANY
COMDR, DA COMPANY. MANY BOBS IN AREA BETWEEN
THREE VILLAGES, SUFFICIENT TO CONCEAL AN ENTIRE
BR. SIX FAMILIES, ALL VC, LIVE IN COMPLEX. DA
CO PREPARING TO ATK. CO THAT ATK BRIDGE AT 16 MI
AREA NOW LOCATED AT MAN YEN VIC AT 0644. IT IS
LAM 1TH CO - NOW TENDING WOUNDED, REORGANIZING,
REPLACING AND LOOKING FOR REPLACEMENTS. MEN
TO ATK U. S. FORCES ANYTIME OF OPPORTUNITY.
VILLAGE CHIEF WHO RPTD INFO IS THE 11W SECTOR REP.
REPRESENTATIVE FOR THE DISTRICT.

(C) 5 JUN: GUERRILLA BASE CAMP LOC VIC AT 055768 APPROX
11 MI WEST DA NANG. NICE MAKING MATERIAL WAS SALVAGED.
EVIDENCE OF RECENT ACTIVITY IN CAMP.

(4) CHU LAI AREA

(A) 6 JUN: ESTIMATED 5-10 VC HOVED 4TH MAR CP. SHAVED
AREA WITH GA FIRE, AND THEN GRENADES BEFORE DEPARTING.

C.army Capabilities.

(1) EMBRITION. VC HAVE CAPABILITY TO:

(A) ATTACK AT ANYTIME WITH EQUIVALENT 4-8 MM IN PLACE OF
THEIR CHOOSING. VC ALSO HAVE CAPABILITY TO REACT IN
THIS STRENGTH TO FRIENDLY FORCES.
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(B) INfiltrate to sabotage or harass with mortars, fire, grenades, sniper fire, or demolitions U.S. and SVN installations and positions.

(C) Interdict lines of communications by sabotage, ambush and attack.

(D) Expand their area of influence through terrorism, propaganda, and outright physical occupation of SVN held territory.
CCN: 352

PRIORITY 070620Z

FROM: CG THIRD MARDIV

TO: CG III MAF

INFO: THIRD MARDIV (RNH)

CG FMW (ADV)

ADMIRAL THIRD MARDIV

CG MAG ONE SIX
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1. INTELLIGENCE NO 25 ENDING 071200K JUNE 1965.

2. SUMMARY OF ENEMY SITUATION FOR THE PERIOD.

   A. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE AREA OF OPERATIONS.

   B. ENEMY MILITARY SITUATION.

   (1) GENERAL. VC INITIATED ACTIVITY AGAINST THE MARINES IN

       I CORPS AREA WAS LIGHT FOR REPORTING PERIOD.

   (2) PHU DAI AREA.

       (A) 6 JUN: VIC YD 011105 APPROX 6 MI SW PHU DAI 2 BLOODY

           FENCEDS, 105 RDS 7.62 CHIGOM AMMO, 1 VC CONCUSSION

           GRENADES AND 17 - 1/2 LB BLOCKS THE WERE FOUND.

   (3) DA NANG AREA.

       (A) 5 JUN: (F/6) MAWL POL AGENT RPTD 3 VC WAS INTEND TO

           ATK NOI AH FROM S AND SE APPROX 20 - 22 JUNE.

       (B) 6 JUN: VIC AT 902669 APPROX 3 1/2 MI SW DA NANG

           7 VC TAKEN UNDER FIRE. 1 VC WIA RECOVERED.
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(C) 7 JUN: VC FIRED TRACER RDS FROM E TO W AT 0-130 VICTORIA END OF DA NANG RUNWAY.

(D) 7 JUN: RECON OBS SIGNAL LIGHT VIC AT 870629 APPROX 2 MI W LG MY. RETURN SIGNAL OBS VIC AT 884747 APPROX 5 1/2 MI SE FIRST SIGNAL.

(E) 7 JUN: MARINES DISCOVERED GRENADE ATTACHED TO TRENCH VIC AT 870711 APPROX 8 MI SW DA NANG. SMALL MOUND OF DIRT FOUND ON TRAIL 10 M FROM THE TRAIL AND SINGLE SAPLING DENT ACROSS TRAIL 10 M ON OTHER SIDE OF TRAP. (G-2 COMMENT: BELIEVED VC MARKED TRAIL TO WARN COMRADES OF TRAP. UPON DISCOVERY ALL UNITS URGED TO INSPECT AREA SURROUNDING BODY TRAP'S FOR SUCH ANOMALIES AND REPORT THEM.)

(4) CHU LAI AREA

(A) 6 JUN: VIC AT 495034 APPROX 4 MI SW CHU LAI. 6-8 VC PROBED W/SA AND AVN'S. ESTIMATE 3 VC KIA. NO BODIES RECOVERED.

3. SN JI CAPABILITIES. NO CHANGE FROM INTSUM DATED 6 JUNE 1965.

GO 4

RELEASED BY
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1.  Diary No. 26 ending 081200H June 1965.

2.  SUMMARY OF ENEMY SITUATION FOR THE PERIOD.

   A.  CHARACTERISTICS OF THE AREA OF OPERATIONS.  NO CHANGE.

   B.  ENEMY MILITARY SITUATION.

      (1)  GENERAL.  VC INITIATED ACTIVITY AGAINST THE MARINES IN
            I CORPS AREA WAS LIGHT FOR REPORTING PERIOD.

      (2)  PHU DAI AREA.

         (a)  7 JUN:  VIC YD 621111 (CA: BLOODY RANCH) AND 2 LARS FOUND.
              LETTER INDICATES PJ C 118 AND HAS RECOMMENDED TO HIS CO
              THAT ANP BE INITIATED ON VILLAGE AT HA TRUONG VIC YD
              997155 APPROX 7 MI SW PHU DA.  RECEIVED FOR 140,000
              FLEXIBLES FOUND.

         (3)  DA NANG AREA.

         (a)  7 JUN:  VILLAGES EAST OF SONG THE RIVER VIC AT 963678
              APPROX 7 MI SW DA NANG TO VIC AT 960658 AROUND WITH
              TUNNELS AND FIGHTING HOLES AND TRENCHES 3' AND 4' DEEP.
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MANY TRENCHES "L" SHAPED WITH LOWER ARM OF "L" UNDERGROUND.

(B) 7 JUN: HOUSE VIC AT 962676 APPROX 7 MI SW DA NANG HAD BAMBOO HOOKS HIDDEN BY STRAW SUSPENDED FROM RAFTERS. MARINE PLACED RIFLE IN "HOLDERS". FIT ADEQUATE AND RIFLE HIDDEN. COMMENT: LIKELY PLACE FOR BOoby TRAP.

(C) 7 JUN: VILLAGER RPTD MINES FROM COORD AT 960640 TO AT 958658 W/TRIP WIRE ACROSS PATH. SIGN POSTED VIC AT 958658 (S. END) STATING "ROAD CLOSED, MINED". DICS RUNNING PARALLEL TO ROAD USED BY VILLAGERS. VILLAGER RPTD 200 VC OPERATE FROM VIC AT 960655 S TO VIC AT 945620 APPROX 7 MI SW DA NANG.

(D) 7 JUN: PUNK FIELD VIC AT 957695 APPROX 6 MI SW DA NANG, USING SILVER COLORED WIRE HIDDEN BY RICE SHOOTS. DUMMY DRESSED IN DARK GREEN W/HALF PLACED S PERIMETER. CHRON GRENADES LOCATED ATTACHED TO TRIP WAVS.

(E) 7 JUN: VC SEEM TO CLOSE THEMSELVES WHEN FIRING BY MOVING UNDERCOVER FOR 5 MINS AND FIRING AGAIN. WHEN MARINES ATTEMPTED PURSUIT VC FIRE FM FLANKS. COMMENT: SHOT ATTEMPTS TO DRAW MARINES TO POINT WHERE FIRE FM PREPARED POSITIONS ON ALL SIDES IS DIRECT HAVE ALMOST BEEN SUCCESSFUL.

(F) 7 JUN: S-2 1/3 RPTS FOLLOWING OBSERVATIONS BASED ON
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RECENT ENGAGEMENTS WITH VC UNITS SOUTH OF DA NANG:

(1) INCREASED VOLUME OF FIRE.

(2) BETTER AND HEAVIER WEAPONS.

(3) MORE AM'S

(4) APPARENTLY BETTER TRAINED TROOPS.

(5) STRONGER POSITIONS & ESCAPE ROUTES.

(6) WELL PLANNED & EXECUTED MANEUVERS.

(7) CLEAR FIELDS OF FIRE & OIF AREAS ADJACENT TO FIRING POSITIONS.

(8) GOOD ORGANIZATION AND FIRE DISCIPLINE.

COMMENT: INDICATION OF EITHER RF UNITS OR BETTER TRAINED LOCAL FORCE UNITS.

(3) 7 JUN: VIC AT 052796 APPROX 10 MI NW DA NANG VC IN CIVILIAN CLOTHES THREW 3 GRENADES AND FIRED 5 RDS SA FIRE BEFORE WITHDRAWING.

(4) 7 JUN: RECENT VC ACTIVITY VIC AT 047797 APPROX 10 MI NW DA NANG POUND BURNING BUT USE NO SA RDS EXPLODED.

(5) 7 JUN: RECON RPTD 19 MEN MOVING S TO S SLOPE VIC AT 796886 APPROX 7 MI NW L2 MK. MEN WEARING BLACK JACKETS AND TROUSERS W/STRAW HATS AND CARRYING WHAT APPEARED TO BE WEAPONS.

(6) 8 JUN: VC ATTACKED ARVN CO AT 0201H VIC BF 023660 APPROX 6 MI S DA NANG. RECEIVED MORTAR FIRE.

(7) 8 JUN: F/6: VILLAGE CHIEF IN L2 RF RPTD VC CARRYING
DECLASSIFIED
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20 V/CIA AND 2 KIA TO BE BODY DOG BY 20H MWT 20H MWT V/CIA AT 093000z APPROX 4 KILO Meter. V/CIA TO BE BODY DOG ALONG VIC TO 393000z APPROX 1 1/2 KILO Meter. VC TKED KIA.

(4) CIVILIAN AREA.

(A) 5 JUN: 4/2: ADVISOR TEL RPTD THAT PM V/CIA 429100 TO 380175 VC DEF POSITIONS ALONG VIC TRACKS W/FIELDS OF FIRE TOWARD RLY NO. 9.

(B) 7 JUN: ADVISOR TEL RPTD BOTH V/CIA VRC 두 CARDS RECOGNIZING IN RED BUR S/INSERVICE STATUS OF ARMY INTEL O AND SOT POSSIBLY IN WRONG HANDS. INTEL O WAS KILLED BY V/CIA AND SOT WAS SERIOUSLY WOUNDED LAST WEEK. CARDS DO NOT GRANT OR AUTHORITY ACCESS TO AREAS. CARDS MADE OUT TO FOLLOWING: IF TAKEN AM NOT ABLE. IF ATTEMPT IS MADE TO USE CARDS APPREHEND INDIVIDUALS CONCERNED.

(C) 8 JUN: 4 VC PROBED 4TH MWT UP AND THEN CIRCUMN NavIN WITHDRAWING.

3. EMERGENCY CAPABILITIES. NO CHANGE FROM RELEASED 6 JUNE 1965.
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RECEIVED BY: ________________________
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TRAPED B
G-2 3D MARLIV (ADV)
TRANS TOP
G-40
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STAY NIGHT AND FORCE VILLAGERS TO BUILD OBSTACLES
AND DESTROY ROAD. FURTHER STATE MANY YOUNG MEN HAVE
DEPARTED FOR DA NANG TO ESCAPE VC.

(C) 8 JUN: 3D MAR RPT 1 VC KIA 1 VC WIA VIC AT 842678
APPROX 10 MI SW DA NANG.

(D) 9 JUN: VC MINED ROAD VIC AT 905684. TANK STRUCK
MINE. NO DAMAGE.

3. ENEMY CAPABILITIES. NO CHANGE

GR-4

RELEASED BY ____________________________
1. INDIAN NO 20 ENDING 101200H JUNE 1965

2. SUMMARY OF ENEMY SITUATION FOR THE PERIOD.

A. Characteristics of the area of operations. No change.

B. Enemy military situation.

(1) GENERAL. VC INITIATED ACTIVITY AGAINST THE MARINES IN
     I CORPS AREA WAS VERY LIGHT FOR REPORTING PERIOD.

(2) PHU RAI AREA.

   (A) 9 JUN: 15 TO 20 VC SIGHTED VIC YD 600053 APPROX 8
        MI SW PHU RAI. 9 VC SIGHTED VIC YD 794003 APPROX 7
        MI SW PHU RAI. FIRE MISSION BOTH SIGHTINGS NEGATIV.

(3) DA NANG AREA.

   (A) 9 JUN, F/6: FT CHEIF HOUSE PHUOC HAMLET VIC AT 900795
        APPROX 2 MI S LE MY, RPTD 6 VC (6 HMM AND 2 WOMEN)
        ENTERED HAMLET PAST 2 HIGHERS TO OBSERVE USING ACTIVITY
        ON S. BRIDGE VIC AT 900805 APPROX 1 1/2 MI SE LE MY.
        VC ARMED W/3-M1'S, 3-AM'S, 1-CARBINE. 3 VC HAVE FAMILIES.
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(3) IN KONG PHUC.

(4) 9 JUN; 1 VC GRENADE FOUND VIC AT 092630 APPROX 10 MI SW OF DA NANG.

(4) CHU LAI AREA.

(a) 9 JUN; THERE HAVE BEEN REPORTS OF CHINESE ADVISORS OPERATING IN QUANG TIN AND QUANG NGAI PROVINCES. ON 26 MAY IN TIN POLICE RPTD 1 VC RGT W/1 CHINESE ADVISOR. ON 1 JUNE IN TIN BRIEF OF 1/4 LNO FM BINH SON AND U.S. ADVISORS INDICATE POSSIBILITY OF EVN REGULAR UNITS W/CHINESE ADVISORS OPERATING IN QUANG NGAI AREA. ON 3 JUN 4TH MAR PAVN PATROL INTERCEPTED CHINESE LANGUAGE ON TANK FREQUENCY.

(b) ON 3 JUNE BINH SON DISTRICT CHIEF RPTD APPROX 2 CHINESE VOLUNTEER RGT OPERATING VIC BS 4295. ON 9 JUNE BINH SON DISTRICT CHIEF RPTD CHINESE RGT AGAIN VIC BS 4295.

(c) O-2 CONSIDER: PRESENCE OF CHINESE ADVISORS WITH VC UNITS IS ACCEPTED AS PROBABLY TRUE. HOWEVER, NO INDICATIONS HAVE BEEN RECEIVED OF ORGANIZED CHINESE UNITS IN EVN. PRESENCE OF ANY SUCH UNITS IS IMPOSSIBLE.

(2) 9 JUN; F6; BINH SON CHIEF RPTS 4 VC ENS VIC BS 455840, BS 467825, BS 495845, AND BS 476855. THIS AREA IS APPROXIMATELY 11 MILES SW OF CHU LAI.

3. ENEMY CAPABILITIES: NO CHANGE

GR-4

RELEASED BY _______________________
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IN REQUIREMENTS.

(B) 9 JUN: 1 VC GRENADE FOUND VIC AT 092640 APPROX 10 MI
SW DA NANG.

(4) CHU LAI AREA.

(A) 9 JUN: THERE HAVE BEEN RPTS OF CHINESE ADVISORS OPERATING
IN QUANG TIN AND QUANG BINH PROVINCE. ON 26 MAY LN TIN
POLICE RPTD 1 VC BEG W/1 CHINESE ADVISOR. ON 2 JUNE BRIG.
OF 1/4 150 MM BN BATTLED CHINESE ADVISORS INDICATING
POSSIBILITY OF PMC REGULAR UNITS W/CHINESE ADVISORS
OPERATING IN QUANG BINH AREA. ON 5 JUN 4TH MAR PACT
PATROL INTERCEPTED CHINESE LANGUAGE ON VHF FREQUENCY.
ON 3 JUN BATTLED CHINESE ADVISORS OPERATING VIC EN 4393.
ON 9 JUN BATTLED CHINESE ADVISORS OPERATING VIC EN 4395.
CH-2 CONVOY: BATTLED CHINESE ADVISORS WITH VC UNITS
IS ACCEPTED AS PROBABLE true, HOWEVER, NO INDICATIONS
HAVE BEEN RECEIVED OF ORGANIZED CHINESE UNITS IN RVN.
POSSIBILITY OF ANY SUCH UNITS IS D-PROBABLE.

(B) 9 JUN: VC BATTLES CHIEF RPT 4 VC KIA VIC EN 459240,
EN 467845, EN 497643, AND EN 476995. THIS AREA IS
APPROXIMATELY 11 MILES SW OF CHU LAI.

3. WEAPONS CAPABILITIES: NO CHANGE

Ci-4
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1. DUTCH HS 23 ENDING 1200 HOURS JUNE 1965.

2. SUMMARY OF ENEMY SITUATION FOR THE PERIOD.

A. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE AREA OF OPERATIONS. NO CHANGE.

B. ENEMY MILITARY SITUATION.

(1) GENERAL. VC INITIATED ACTIVITY AGAINST THE MARINES IN
    I CORPS AREA WAS VERY LIGHT FOR REPORTING PERIOD.

(2) PHU RAI AREA.

(A) 11 JUN: ARVN RPTED SIGHTING 100 VC VIE VD SOTISO6
    APPROX 7 MI SW PHU RAI.

(3) DA NANG AREA.

(A) 10 JUN: 3D MAR RPT SIGHTING OF NVA NO. VC VIE
    AT 066649 APPROX 10 MI SW DA NANG. MORE VC SIGHTED
    VIE AT 074644 APPROX 9 1/2 MI SW DA NANG. RESULTS
    OF ARTI FIRE NIG UKE.

(B) 10 JUN: 3D MAR RPT GUERRILLA BASE CAMP FOUND VIE
    AT 034709 APPROX 10 1/2 MI SW DA NANG. CAMP WAS BURNED.
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(C) 10 Jun; F/64 SECRET AGENT FOR NALT POLICE RPTD VC PROVINCE CHIEF AND VC GADELS AT MR. MAC LOG'S HOUSE IN LA YNO AA VIC AT 094677 APPROX 6 MI S DA NANG. THE GADELS HAS DEFENSE LINE AROUND MR.

(D) 10 Jun; F/64 SECRET AGENT FOR NALT POLICE RPTD VC BOUGHT TEA FOR VOLUNTEER TROOPS IN NORTH. VC BOUGHT 700 TEA PACKS AT 25 FANSERED EACH.

(E) 10 Jun; F/64 SECRET AGENT NALT POLICE RPTD VC PLANNING TO CAPTURE OR KILL MARINES WHO GO FROM SON GA VIC AT 963665 APPROX 6 1/2 MI SW DA NANG TO AN YACR RIVER VIC AT 9666 APPROX 6 MI S DA NANG FOR SWIM. AGENT SPEAKS THAT MARINES MUST NOT BELIEVE ANYONE IN THESE HAMLETS.

(F) 10 Jun; F/64 SECRET AGENT NALT POLICE RPTD THAT VC INTEND TO CONCENTRATE REGULAR TROOPS NW OF HOA VANG IN ORDER TO ATK BUNK AT 18 MI VIC AT 900820 APPROX 6 1/2 MI NW DA NANG.

(G) GUN LAL AREA.

(A) 11 Jun; PILOT RPTD DOAN NLOCK W/20 PGs VIC EP 425113 APPROX 6 1/2 MI NW GUN LAL. ANOTHER DOAN NLOCK W/100 PGs VIC EP 419112 APPROX 7 MI NW GUN LAL. AT THESE TIMES VIC EP 168413 APPROX 14 MI NW 390035 APPROX 10 MI NW.

(B) 11 Jun; F/64 KINH BOI DEP Chief RPTD LARGE NAMO SPOTTED ABOUT 3 JUN VIC EP 390303 APPROX 10 MI NW
CONFIDENTIAL

CHU LAL. WAS CARRYING W.P. 3 GONGASIANS
W/望OCULARS AND RADIO EQUIMENT WERE SIGHTED
VIC AS 700D APPROX 12 MI SE CHU LAL. GONGASIANS
WERE OBSERVING SEA WERE SIGHTED. (S-3 COMMENT:
THIS IS SECOND EPT OF THIS KIND)

3. Army Capabilities. No change.

DECLASSIFIED
CCM:__________

PRIORITY__________

FROM: CG THIRD MARDIV

TO: CG III MAF

INFO: THIRD MARDIV (RVN)

CC: GHQ ADJ

ADJ Lcdr THIRD MARDIV

CG NHQ ONE CENT

LETSeVIEN
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1. DIAJAM NO 30 ENDJUS 1213000 JUNE 1065.

2. SUMMARY OF DAILY SITUATION FOR THE PERIOD.

A. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE AREA OF OPERATIONS. NO CHANGE.

B. ENEMY MILITARY SITUATION.

1) GENERAL. VC INITIATED ACTIVITY AGAINST THE MARINES IN I CORPS AREA WAS VERY LIGHT FOR REPORTING PERIOD.

2) PHU DAI AREA.

(a) 12 JUN: F/6: THDA THIRD SECTOR RPTD VC PLAN TO EMPLOY 40 MTH SAPER AND 20 WOMEN SAPER TO USE TUNNELING MACHINE TO PLACE UNDERGROUND CHARGE UNDER PHU DAI AIR BASE TO ATTACK BEFRT TO CELEBRATE JULY 20TH. C-2 CONFIRMS THIS IS ONE OF A NUMBER OF RPTS OF VC TUNNELING ACTIVITIES.

3) DAN HAI AREA.

(a) 8 JUL: F/6: NATL POLICE RPTD 1 VC GUERILLA SQUAD AT BONG SON HAMLET, HOA HUNG VILLAGE VIC AT 920698
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APPROX 5 1/2 MI SW OF TAN. MR. PHAM-HOOG AND CHI-\nMAI-GIM ARE COMMANDING. THEY HAVE 8 VPERS. THEY IN-
CAME IN DAY AND ACTIVE AT NIGHT.

(b) 9 JUNE: F/6: NAIL POLISH RPTD VC MP CO AMPH BY LE-
THAN 520 VIG AT 080675 APPROX 7 MI SE OF TAN. AMPH
W/1-30 CAL MG AND 4 AR. 1 VC GUESSLY FLY AT MAN-
AT VIG AT 065677 APPROX 6 MI SE OF TAN. VC TWIN
OF UNIDENTIFIED SRT AND ARMS ARE SCATTERED IN
NORTH-MID VIG AT 065675 TO NAI CHAU VIG AT 070675
APPROX 7 MI SE OF TAN. MNP TO ADV NON DUOC MARIL.
NEW AREA.

(c) 11 JUNE: 3D MAR RPTD FIRE FIGHT BETWEEN ARMY SPECIAL FORCES
AND VC VIG AT 0000 N 30. OF COORD AT 007731 APPROX 0000
N 30 OF TAN MIDNAY.

(d) 11 JUNE: 3D MAR RPTD 5 KNO BA FIRE AT VC VIG AT 094824
APPROX 500 M NW OF TAN.

(e) 11 JUNE: 3D MAR RPTD VC MP FIRE VIG AT 090866 APPROX 7 MI
SE OF TAN.

(f) 12 JUNE: 3D MAR RPTD LP CHALLENGED 3 MEN - TWO IN BLACK
AND ONE IN KHAKI. MEN HAD TO DRAW VIG AT 095779 APPROX
3 1/2 MI NW OF TAN.

(g) 12 JUNE: 3D MAR RPTD VC MP FIRE VIG AT 090866 APPROX 1 1/4
MI NE OF TAN. NO RESULTEAS AT MP OF FIRE MEN.

CONFIDENTIAL
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(A) 8 JUN; 0730 ZUL SUB SECOR REP'D VC DIGGING TUNNELS ALONG TRA KONG RIVER IN THE AR AREA. POST VIE BS 466622, BS 466622, BS 466677. APPROX 12 MT SW CHU LAI. VC PREPARES TO ATTACK AT HOA POST VIE BS 471870.

3. ENEMY CAPABILITIES: NO CHANGE.
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RELEASED BY

CONFIDENTIAL
CCM:

PRIORITY

FRO: CG THIRD MARDIV

TO: CG III MAF

INFO: THIRD MARDIV (RVN)

CG PAVN (ADV)

ADMNO THIRD MARDIV

CG HAS ONE SIX

RIF SEVEN
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1. INTEG NO 31 ENDING 131200H JUNE 1965.

2. SUMMARY OF ENEMY SITUATION FOR THE PERIOD.

A. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE AREA OF OPERATIONS. NO CHANGE.

B. ENEMY MILITARY SITUATION.

(1) GENERAL. VC INITIATED ACTIVITY AGAINST THE MARINES IN

IX CORPS AREA WAS LIGHT FOR REPORTING PERIOD.

(2) DA NANG AREA.

(a) 12 JUN: 3D MAR RPTD 5 PEOPLE MOVING SSW VIC AT

893769 APPROX 2 MI SW LA MY. APPEARED TO BE IN

UNIFORM. NO HATS AND BLACK OR GREY SHIRTS.

(b) 12 JUN: 3D MAR RPTD 10 VC FOUND LP VIC AT 943761

APPROX 4 MI NW DA NANG. VC WITHDREW N TO VILLAGE

OF DA PEOC VIC AT 941790. VC WERE WEARING BLACK

W/NO HATS. VC DID NOT RETURN FIRM.

(c) 12 JUN: 3D MAR RPTD VC IN FIRE FIGHT W/FIREBALL
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FORCES OUTSIDE THE BASE HQ VIC AT 923687 APPROX
6 MI SW OF DA NANG.

(D) 10 JUN: 3D MAR RPED MOVEMENT AROUND THE 6 BRIDGE
VIC AT 903826 APPROX 1 MI S IS NT. 2 PEOPLE
OBSERVED WHEN TRAPP FIRED. NO CONTACT.

(3) CHU LAI AREA.

(A) 11 JUN: 4TH MAR RPED 6 VCS PICKED UP VIC NE 6101
APPROX 5 MI SE CHU LAI. 1 VCS TENTATIVELY I/B
AS VC PLT COMER.

(B) 12 JUN: 4TH MAR RPED 30 VC KIA WHEN JUNK DESTROYED
IN ARTY VIC NE 629870 APPROX 3 MI S CHU LAI.

(C) 13 JUN: 7/3 SMIAH RPED INDICATE VC MAY POP TAN
KY VIC NE 3022 APPROX 12 MI CHU LAF W/35TH
GOTHE BRTH AND ANOTHER U/I CH. WILL ATk THEM PH NG
DIST HQ VIC NE 1213 APPROX 25 MI SW TAN KY W/70TH
AND 90TH BRTH. THIS ACTION TO TAKE PLACE BEFORE END
OF JUNE.

3. ENEMY CAPABILITIES: NO CHANGE.

GI-4
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1. INTSUM No 32 ending 141200H JUN 1965.
2. SUMMARY OF NEVET SITUATION FOR PERIOD.

A. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE AREA OF OPERATIONS. NO CHANGE.

B. CURRENT MILITARY SITUATION.

1) GENERAL. NO ENHANCED ACTIVITY AGAINST THE MARINES IN
   I CORPS AREA WAS NOTED FOR REPORTING PERIOD.

2) VIETNAM AREA.

   A) 7 JUN 3D MAR RPTED TWO BIAFanALS - 12" BALL OF HEU 1/6" -
      16" BAMBOO STICKS IN BAMBOO BASKET. HEU BALL WEIGHED 3
      LBS AND SET TO RELEASE WHEN GATS ORLED.

   B) 7 JUN, 1/6 3D MAR RPTED VILLAGERS RPT VC TOLD THEM TO
      STAY OUT OF KILL 227 VIE AT 935907 APPROX 9 KM SW DA NANG.
      COMMENT: KILL 227 IS LOC AT END OF TRAIL LEADING TO
      HAIY VALLEY.

   C) 13 JUN 3D MAR RPTED SEVERAL PIN0 VIE AT 935920 APPROX 10 1/2
      KM NWI DA NANG. PIN0 BELIEVED TO BE FM CARRIERS. MORE THAN
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ONE SNIPER IN GENERAL AREA, BUT ONLY ONE SNIPER SIGHTED.

(D) 13 JUN: RECON SIGHTED 4 VC VIC AT 863652 APPROX 10 KM WSW DA HANG. VC MOVED S TO W. NO RESULTS OF FIRE FROM.

(E) 14 JUN: RECON SIGHTED 6 VC MOVING NW VIC AT 874738 APPROX 7 1/2 KM OF DA HANG. WEARING BLACK W/2 WHTE AND WHTE HATS.

(F) 14 JUN: RECON SIGHTED 5 TO 8 VC IN EMPLOYMENTS VIC AT 851691 APPROX 10 KM NNE DA HANG.

(G) 14 JUN: RECON SIGHTED 2 VC HEADING NW VIC AT 912747 APPROX 5 KM W DA HANG. 1 UNIFORM PERSON BELIEVED TO BE CIVILIAN.

3. ENEMY CAPABILITIES. NO CHANGE.

GP-4

RATIFIED BY
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JUN 962

SECRET 150746Z

1. INSTRUCTIONS ENDING 151200H JUNE 1965.

2. SUMMARY OF ENEMY SITUATION FOR THE PERIOD:

A. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE AREA OF OPERATIONS. NO CHANGE.

B. SUMMARY OF MILITARY SITUATION.

(1) GENERAL. CONTINUED REPORTS OF VC UNIT MOVEMENTS AND SIGHTINGS INDICATE GENERAL MOVEMENT FROM MOUNTAINS TOWARD COASTAL REGION AND POPULATED AREAS INDICATING GENERAL BUILD UP FOR POSSIBLE ATTACK ON ARVN OR USMC POSITIONS.

(2) PHU RAI AREA.

(A) 14JUN: NO ENEMY ACTIVITY REPORTED FOR REPORTING PERIOD.

(3) DANANG AREA.

(A) 14JUN: 3D MAR CAPTURED VC VIA AT 667761 APPROXIMATELY 8 MI

W DANANG VCS HAD PACKED SUITCASE WITH MALE CLOTHING, 2

CHINESE STICK GRENADES, FLASHLIGHTS, TRENCHO, AND DOCUMENTS SHOWING VC WITH BARB WIRE IN MOUTH DELIVERING THAT HE HAD NOT BEEN TREATED HARSHLY IF CAPTURED. VC INDICATED HE WAS FROM 3D PHUOC LP GUERRILLA UNIT.
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(B) 14 JUN: RECON RPTD ARVN G. CONVOY MOVING N TO S. REGD 5 RDS 8A FIRE VIC AT 935915 APPROXIMATELY 11 MI NW DANANG IN AI VAN PASS.

(C) 14 JUN: RECON SIGHTED 10 VG VIC AT 865745 APPROXIMATELY 8 MI W DANANG.

(D) 14 JUN: RECON RPTD PTL REGD 6 RDS 8A FIRE VIC AT 959045 APPROXIMATELY 13 MI N DANANG.

(E) 14 JUN: RECON RPTD 23 FISHING CRFT IMMEDIATELY N OF AI VAN PASS VIC AT 9395 APPROXIMATELY 13 MI N DANANG. NORMALLY ONLY 10 CRFT IN AREA. ARVN JUNK FLEET NOTIFIED.

(F) 14 JUN: RECON RPTD 1 VG VIC AT 8872 APPROXIMATELY 7 MI E DANANG. VG ARMED W/2 GRENADES AND DOCUMENTS INTERROGATION IN PROCESS

4. CHU LAI AREA.

(A) 11 JUN: 4TH MAR RPTD THAT MARINES SLEEPING ON GROUND WAS AWAKENED BY A NOISE DESCRIBED AS DIGGING. SEVERAL MARINES PUT ARMS TO GROUND AND HEARD SAME NOISE. UNABLE TO DETERMINE IF DIGGING DONE BY MAN OR ANIMAL. NOISE HEARD FM 2100H TO 0300H W/ONLY SLIGHT PAUSES. NOISE GASSED FM WITHIN PROTECTIVE WIRE OF 2/4 CP. VIC HP 317042. ON 12 JUN: DIGGING WAS HEARD AGAIN IN SAME VIC. GSP THE POSSIBILITY OF TUNNELING INTO FRIENDLY INSTALLATIONS SHOULD NOT BE OVERLOOKED. VC HAVE TUNNELED BETWEEN VILLAGES, AND HAVE TUNNELED ESCAPE ROUTES.

5. ARMY CAPABILITIES. NO CHANGE.
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1. INTGUT: NO 34 ENDING 161200H JUNE 1965.

2. SUMMARY OF ENSIGN SITUATION FOR THE PERIOD.

A. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE AREA OF OPERATIONS. NO CHANGE

B. ENSIGN MILITARY SITUATION.

(1) GENERAL. CONTINUED REPORTS OF VC UNIT MOVEMENTS AND SIGHTINGS INDICATE GENERAL MOVEMENT FROM MOUNTAINS TOWARD COASTAL REGION AND POPULATED AREAS INDICATING GENERAL BUILDUP FOR POSSIBLE ATTACK ON ARVN OR USMC POSITIONS.

(2) PHU BAI AREA.

(A) 16JUN: RECON RTTD VC WALKED INTO AMBUSH VIC YD806080 APPROX 6
6 MI SW PHU BAI. ESTIMATED 1 KIA AND 1 WIA. NEGATIVE RESULTS ON SEARCH FOR VC KIA AND WIA.

(3) DANANG AREA.

(A) 11JUN: 3D MAR RTTD BOOBY TRAP VIC AN504686 APPROX 6 MI SW DANANG.
HANDGRENADES WERE EXPLOSIVE CHARGES. MARINE HEARD "TOOT" PRIOR TO
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DETONATION AND HIT DECK TRIGGERING SECOND DEVICE WHICH ALSO
POPPED PRIOR TO DETONATION. TWO EXPLOSIONS FOLLOWED. Wire
WAS LENGTH OF #20 TEST PLASTIC LIME SECURED AT ONE END
WITH COTTON SAFETY PIN. HUMAN STAINS FOUND IN IMMEDIATE VIC.

(b) 11JUN: 3D MAR RPTD VILLAGERS UNFRIENDLY VIC AT903606 APPROX
10.5 MI SW DANANG. MANY FRIENDLY CHILDREN WAVING AND GREETING
MARINES VIC AT934694 APPROX 7 MI SW DANANG. VILLAGERS QUITE
FRIENDLY VIC AT903697 APPROX 6 MI SW DANANG. MARINES IN
ADVERSARILY DROPPED 7.62 ROUND WHICH WAS PROMPTLY RETURNED BY
7 YEAR OLD CHILD.

(c) 11JUN: 3D MAR PTL IN VIC AT927610 APPROX 52.5 MI SW DANANG
OBSERVED CIVIL DEFENSE TROOPS ROUNDING UP CATTLE BELONGING
TO VILLAGERS WHO DEPARTED TO JOIN VC. CATTLE TO BE REDIST-
IBUTED TO THOSE REMAINING LOYAL TO RVN GOVT.

(d) 15JUN: F3: DANANG SPEC BLOT RECEIVED ACT RPT INDICATING VC
EN D3150 "LAN THEI" STR 400 LOC W LE MY. M3H ATK MARINES IN
NEXT DAY OR TWO. CMT: MARINE CONTROL OF LA DE SONG HAS HINDERED
VC LOGISTIC AND COMMUNICATIONS SUPPORT INTO INTERIOR. LIKELY
TARGET FOR VC ATK. RECENT RPTS OF VC ACTIVITY IN AREA INDICATED
POSSIBLE RECONNAISSANCE HAS BEEN INITIATED TO SUPPORT VC PLAN
OF ATK. I CORPS INTJUN INDICATES VC U/I AND U/C IN VIC
AT8184 APPROX 3 MI NW LE MY.

(e) 15JUN: 3D MAR RPTD LITTLE GIRL SAID THERE WERE VC VIC
AT893783 APPROX 2 MI SW LE MY.
CONFIDENTIAL

(F) 15Jun: RECON SKELETON 6 VCS VIC AT8447701 APPROX 9½ MI SW DANANG. LEADER WEARING WHITE, REST IN BLACK. LEADER APPEARS TO HAVE WIN.

(G) 15Jun: 3d MAR RPTD SIGHTING OF 2 VCS WHEN ILLUM FIRED. SHOTS EXchanged and 1 VC fell while running across rice paddy. ACTION OCCURRED VIC AT889806 APPROX 1 MI 8 LT NT.

(H) 16Jun: 3d MAR FPL RECD FIRE VIC AT894706 APPROX 6½ MI SW DANANG. FIRE RETURNED WITH NO RESULTS.

(4) CHU LAI AREA.

(A) 8Jun: F61: LY TIN CHEF RPTS VC HAS DESIC 90TH, 109TH, 350TH, AND 100TH FST STR 300 YARD AND CND BY THAN DUC THANG, THAN DUC KHOA, VU NG HANG, AND BUnten TAI TOA, WITH 4 CHINESE ADVISORS MOVED TO VIC BT389051 TO BT405013 APPROX 7 MI SW CHU LAI. SEND TO HASSB ENS AIRSTRIP. ONE FIRST ENTR RECD ON 109TH AND 100TH HRS. 90TH EN WAS LGC VIC BT1635 APPROX 12 MI NW TAN KY ON LAST CONFIRMED RPT JUNE.

(B) 11Jun: F61: BIN SON CHEF RPTS VC HAVE MOVED BACK INTO VILLAGE VIC BT554909 AND BT536894 APPROX 13 MI 8 CHU LAI BECAUSE OF HOSTILE HABIT OF FRIENDLY FORCES NOT TO BOMB OR SHELL TARGET 2ND TIME.

(C) 15Jun: 4TH MAR RPT EST 20 VCS VIC BT549027 APPROX 4½ MI 3 CHU LAI AIR STRIP. 1 GRENADE THROWN AT WEST PERSONEL.

3. ENEMY CAPABILITIES. NO CHANGE.
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1. INTELS UNO 35 ENDING 171200H JUNE 1965.

2. SUMMARY OF ENEMY SITUATION FOR THE PERIOD.

A. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE AREA OF OPERATIONS. NO CHANGE.

B. ENEMY MILITARY SITUATION.

(1) GENERAL. VC ACTIVITY IN I CORPS AREA AGAINST USING CONTINUES LIGHT, HOWEVER SIGHTINGS AND MOVEMENT OF LARGE VC UNITS THROUGHOUT I CORPS AREA CONTINUE TO BE REPORTED.

(2) NAM RA AREA. NEGATIVE VC INITIATED ACTIVITY.

(3) BANANG AREA.

(A) 16JUN: COMPANY K, 2/5 SIGHTED MOVEMENT OF UNDETERMINED NO. PEOPLE 200 METERS E OF COORDINATES AT099886 (N. BRIDGE) APROX 1/4 MI S LE NN.

(B) 16JUN: 56 DISTRICT INTELLIGENCE SECTION OF RDA VANG DIST HEADS RPTS VC PLAN ATK ON MARINES VIC MAN VIET VIG AT8466 AND PCE MAN VIC AT16985 APPROX 3 MI NW LE NN. IN AREA IS LS 1000M WPUS INCLUDE: 1-60MM MORT, 2-60MM MORT, 1-81MM MORT AND UNDETERMINED NO BAR'S AND ASSORTED SA'G. STR 400. IN IS NOW LOC VIC AT825694 TO AT8256970 APPROX 11 MI NW LE NN AND AREA BOUNDED BY AT000000 TO AT8222720 TO AT8222720 TO AT800844 TO AT814844 APROX 11 MI NW LE NN.
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(c) 17 Jun: 3rd Mar Rpd 3 to 4 VC Infiltrated Vlc At 041705
Approx 4 Mi NW Damans In 2/3 Area. VC Fired 6 To 7
Rnds Before Withdrawing. Omt: Continued Rpts Of
Infiltration Tend To Confirm Recon By VC In 2/3 Area.

(4) Srei Lai Area.

(A) 15 Jun: Company B, 1/4 Discovered That VC Place 3 Strings
On Door Frame To Designate Body Traps In Vlc At Xuan
Island Vlc Et 4809 Approx 3 Mi NW New Airstrip.
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FROM: CG HARRIS
TO: III FAY (NAV) / (2)

THRU: CG KOPAC
ADMIN THIRD NLF DIV COMMISSION
CTF 79
I F L A S T M A R (REAR)
NAVAL ADVISORY DIVISION
TO 7TH NLF

CONFIDENTIAL

RETURN THIS PAGE TO L1D/ COL

PASSED VIA NAVY HC TO AN ANY D C OA, SZ ANY C EN A Y, BD Y, RM SG, D 2 ND B A S E IN D I R S 
23RD BASE IN D I R S, C. D. NAVY USCP.

A. FRCM 2-1, AUGUST 1963.

B. DTV 33, NAACP TO L1D/10.

2. SUMMARY OF BRIEF FOR PERIOD:

A. CHARACTERISTICS OF AREA OF OPERATIONS: NO CHANGE

B. BRIEF MIL SIT.

(1) GENERAL: VC ACTIVITY IN I CORPS AREA AGAINST US MARINES AND ARVN UNITS REMAINS LIGHT.

(2) I CORPS CONTINUES TO RPT SIGHTINGS AND MOVEMENT OF LARGE VC UNITS THROUGHOUT THEIR AREA. BECAUSE OF THIS, THEY ANTICIPATE LARGE SCALE VC ACTIVITY IN I CORPS AREA BEFORE THE END OF JUNE.

(3) I CORPS RPTS FOLLOWING INFO ON VC UNITS IN SMAT REPORT:

A. 1ST CT REGT LOC VIC AT 958121 TO AT 958132 APPROX 40 MI W CHU LAI.

B. 90TH BN W/AA CT LOC VIC AT 983063 APPROX 37 MI W CHU LAI.

C. 70TH BN LOC VIC AT 977139 APPROX 38 MI W CHU LAI.

ACTION COPY
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D. 300 DRAPEES W/400 MONTAGARD GUERRILLAS VIC AT 965099, BT 005126 AND BT 016121 APPROX 200 YARDS NORTHEAST OF TV.

E. 59TH BN (UNCONFIRMED) 100 MONTAGARD GUERRILLAS VIC AT 965099, BT 016121 SUPPORTED BY 5.56MM RIFLE Sections AND M-60 MK19 GUNSHIP.

F. 59TH BN VIC AT 965099, BT 005126 APPROX 200 YARDS FROM TV.

G. 59TH BN VIC AT 965099, BT 005226 APPROX 800 YARDS SOUTH OF TV.

H. U/I VIC AT 965099, BT 005126 APPROX 800 YARDS SOUTH OF TV.

CHU LAI.

I. 59TH BN AT 965099, BT 005126 APPROX 800 YARDS SOUTH OF TV.

J. 59TH BN AT 965099, BT 016121 APPROX 200 YARDS NORTHEAST OF TV.

K. 59TH BN VIC AT 965099, BT 016121 APPROX 200 YARDS FROM TV.

L. 59TH BN VIC AT 965099, BT 005126 APPROX 800 YARDS SOUTH OF TV.

PHU BAI AND.

12 JUNE: OUR 82MM 1ST ACT (C/3) RPTS FIRE ON 500 MONTAGARD GUERRILLAS CONCENTRATED IN NHA TRANG KHE AREA (YD 960226) APPROX 30 YDS N/NW OF PHU BAI. AREA RPTD TO HAVE FIRST AID CABINETS, AND 3 BARRACKS CONTAINING 300 CAPTIVES.

12 JUNE: THUA THIEN DIST ACT (C/3) RPT 3 VC ENGAGED W/2. 50 CAL SHells SEEN VIC KHE DA (YD 568200) TO NHA TRANG KHE SEEN VIC XD 620200 APPROX 17 MI W PHU BAI. (G-2 COMMENT: POSSIBLY SAMI 107.)

12 JUNE: THUA THIEN 1ST ACT (C/3) RPT 2 VC CONCEPT LOC VIC BIEN TRINHK (YD 10200) APPROX 4 MI NE PHU BAI.

12 JUNE: THUA THIEN DIST ACT (C/3) RPT 2 VC ENGAGED W/.

4-57MM RCT, 6-30MM RCT AND RAMS, REVOULCATED VIC YC 879830, YC 900950 APPROX 10 MI S PHU BAI. RAMS ENGAGED LOC VIC YC 879975 TO YC 876955.
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11JUNE: QUANG NAM AGT (D/3) RPT 2 BN'S AND 1 CO LOC VIC 2C 077722 TO 2C 090715. APPROX 27 MI SSE PHU DAU.

11JUNE: THUA THEIN DIST AGT (B/3) RPT 25 ELEPHANTS SEEN ALONG COAST PATH VIC 2D 151033 APPROX 17 MI E PHU DAU.

(C-2 CONSENT: POSSIBLE; BUT UNLIKELY LOC FOR ELEPHANTS.)

(5) DANANG AREA.

14JUNE: 1ST BN 3D MAR RPTS 1 VC CAPTURED VIC AT 867761.

APPROX 8 MI W DANANG. VC HAD SUITCASE CONTAINING CLOTHING, 2 CHINESE GRENADES, AND DOCUMENTS. VC INDICATED HE WAS PHUOC LE GUERRILLA UNIT.

14JUNE: DIV RECON RPT 1 VC VIC AT 8672 APPROX 7 MI SW DANANG. VC ARMED W/2 GRENADES AND DOCUMENTS.

11JUNE: QUANG NAM NPS (C/3) RPT VC EN DENG 22/103D LOC VIC HU TAN VIL (AT 980530) APPROX 14 MI S DANANG.

(C ORES C-2 CONSENT: UNIT UNCONFIRMED.)

09JUNE: QUANG BINH DIST AGT (C/3) RPT 300 VC MOV'D FM YEN TAN VC EN DENG VIL VIC AT 190457 APPROX 20 MI.

SSE DANANG WITH 100 LABORERS, HAMMOCKS AND STICKS FOR MEDICAL EVAC. (2D DIV C-2 CONSENT: 1ST RPT OF BN SIZE UNIT IN AREA. MAY BE THANG BINH LOC ELEMENTS AND GUERRILLAS.)

(6) 1ST MAW

14JUNE: FHAK RPT VMFA PLEW FOLLOWING STRIKES:

VC PILL BOX TRENCHES AND BUNKERS LOC VIC BS 502952 APPROX 7 MI SW CHU LAI. AREA SATURATED; VC VILLAGE VIC BS 694857 APPROX 13 MI SSE CHU LAI.
"CONFIDENTIAL"
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19 STRUCTURES DESTROYED AND 25 STRUCTURES ON FIRE.
VC VILLAGE LOCATED 4000 YDS. OFF HIGHWAY, APPROX. 18 KM SW DAKRU.
AREA SATURATED WITH INDO-VIETCONG TROOPS AND VILLAGERS.
LOC VIOLENTLY ENGAGED DURING GROUND BATTLE. AREA COMPLETELY SATURATED.

3. ENEMY CAPABILITIES:


DRAPPED BY: C. M. ROSS
RELEASED BY: R. L. BROWN
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FM — CG III MAF
TO: III MAF (RHF)
INFO: CG FMFPAC
ADMIN THIRD MARDIV
CONFUSMACV
CPF 79
FIRST MAF (REAR)
NAVAL ADVISORY DETACHMENT
CO 7TH MAF
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INTSUM #3? 151401H TO 161400H

PASSED VIA MARINE I TO SR ADV I CORPS; SR ADV 2ND DIV, 17TH, DANANG SPL 3RD, 23RD BDE INTEL FD, CO-1 DET USSF

A. FMFM 2-1, AUGUST 1964
1. INTSUM #37, 151401H TO 161400H
2. SUMMARY OF EN STT FOR PERIOD

A. CHARACTERISTICS OF AREA OF OPERATION
   NO CHANGE

B. EN MIL SIT.

   (1) VC ACTIVITY IN I CORPS AREA AGAINST US MARINES AND ARVN UNITS
   CONTINUES TO REMAIN LIGHT. NO CHANGE RPTD IN VC MOVEMENTS AND SIGHTINGS
   FM INFO RPTED IN III MAF INTSUM #36.

   (2) DANANG AREA

16JUNE: INFO RECD FM 1ST INTERROGATION OF VC'S CAPTURED BY

1ST BN 30 MAR AND A CO 3RD RECON BN IS AS FOLLOWS:

1ST BN VC SPOKE WITH VIETNAMESE ACCENT, FM HOA PHUOC.
GUITARTA UNIT AND IS 30 YEARS OF AGE. A CO 3RD RECON
VC, 21 YEARS OF AGE, SPEAKS WITH VIETNAMESE ACCENT
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AND WAS VILLAGE YOUTH CHIEF OF HOA THU. BOTH VCC'S RECEIVED
LOCAL GUERRILLA TRAINING. ADDITIONAL INFO ON VCC'S WILL BE
INCLUDED IN FORTHCOMING III MAF INTSUMS.

3JUNE: DAIKANG SPL. SEC REC'D AGT RPT (F/3) THAT VC EN NAMED "LAM YEN"
STR 400 LOC W OF LE MY W/ MISSION TO ATK MARINES IN NEAR FUTURE.
(0.2 COMMENT: MN RPTD UNCONFIRMED. RECENT RPTS LOC U/I RN APPROX
5 MI W LE MY. ACTIVITY IN AREA INDICATES POSSIBLE VC RECONNAISSANCE
OF MARINE POSITIONS IN AND AROUND LE MY.)

14JUNE: QUE SON AGT (B/1) RPTS VC EN MOVING FH BT 120426 TO BT
095463 APPROX 19 MI SSE DAIKANG W/ MISSION TO ATK 325 RF CO.,
LOC VIC RA REN BRIDGE. (0.2 COMMENT: PROBABLY 49TH BN.)

(3) CHU LAI AREA.

11JUNE: HIN SON CHIEF (F/6) RPTS VC EN MOVING BACK IN TO VILLAGE
VIC BS 554509 AND BS 55589% APPROX 13 MI S CHU LAI BECAUSE FRIENDLY
FORCES RPTD NOT TO BOMB OR SHELL TARGET 2ND TIME.

08JUNE: LY TIM CHIEF (F/6) RPTS VC EN DISBEG 90TH, 109TH, 350TH, AND
100TH BN STR 300 EACH AND GID BY TRAN DUC THANG, THAN DUC KHOA,
VCC DANG, AND NGUYEN TAT TOAN, W/ CHINESE ADVISORS MOVED TO
BT 389051 AND BT 405013 APPROX 7 MI SW CHU LAI W/ MISSION TO
HAPASS AIRSTRIP. (0.2 COMMENT: ON 1JUNE THE 90TH BN WAS REPORTED
TO HAVE 3 CHINCOM ADVISORS AND LOC VIC AT 9806. THE RPT OF 350TH
BN CMD BY TRAN DUC KHOA IS FOR RPT OF UNIT LOC IN THIS AREA.
2 PREVIOUS RPTS INDICATE NGUYEN TAI TOAN TO BE CMD OF 91 BN,
LAST RPTD LOC BT 4303. PROBABLY SAME BN AS 109TH OR 100TH.
UNITS COULD BE 108TH BN LAST RPTD IN HIS GENERAL AREA ON
12 JUNE. ANOTHER BN, 954/770 WAS ALSO RPTD IN AREA ON 12JUNE.
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INTSUM #38 161401H - 171400H

PASSEP VIA MARINE LO TO SR ADV I CORPS; S: ADV 2ND DIV; AR ADV DANANG STL SEC; 23RD BASS INTEL S:DIV; C:1 DET USSF.

A. FMFM 2-1, AUGUST 1964
B. INTSUM #38, 161401H - 171400H

2. SUMMARY OF EN SIT FOR PERIOD

A. CHARACTERISTICS OF AREA OF OPERATION: NO CHANGE.
B. EN MIL SIT

(1) GENERAL: NO CHANGE.

(2) PHU RAI AREA

14 JUNE: THUA TYLEN DIST AGT (C/3) HPT 70 VC, A 3400 W/1 = 60KM N/E/STAR.

1-6G AND 4-AS LOC VIC YD 652238 AND YD 830213 APPROX 6 MI

IW PHU RAI.

(3) DANANG AREA

16 JUNE: DIST INT SECION HOA VAN DIST HQ (F/6) RPTS VC BN, CMD LAM

DELII, STI 400, LOC VIC AT 826834, AT 800850 APPROX 11 MI NW

LE MY W/MISS TO ATK US MARINES VIC HAM YEN (AT 8486) AND

PHO HAM (AT 8685) APPROX 3 MI NW LE MY. (G-2 COMMENT: 2ND

RPT OF BN IN THIS AREA W/MISS TO ATK MARINES VIC HQ W/Y.)
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12 JUNE: QUANG NAM DIST AGT (G/3) RPT VC DES AND CHO UKI, LOC VIC NOOC TRUNG (AT 997379) APPROX 25 MI S DAMANG. ANOTHER BN LOC VIC BT 049302, BT 057376 AND BT 055314 APPROX 28 MI S DAMANG, W/MISSION TO SUPPORT GUNNELS AND LADGERS IN FORTIFYING COMBAT HAMLETS (G-2 COMMENT: POSSIBLY CHU DONG BN WHICH WAS HIT TO 4 JUNE SAME LOC W/MISSION TO COORDINATE W/LOCAL GUNNELS.)

11 JUNE: QUANG NAM DIST AGT (B/3) RPTS VC CUU LONG BN LIVED PH BT 152517 TO BT 160530, BT 15515 AND BT 160522 APPROX 17 MI SE DAMANG. VC BN 307 CMD BY MAI TAI KONG HOANG, GRUP W/2-SKMI-NAM'S, 2 HG'S LOC VIC AT 868156 APPROX 20 MI SW DAMANG. (G-2 COMMENT: LAST 3 RPTS ON CUU LONG BN LOC VIC BT 1550 APPROX 7 MI S HOI AN. LAST RPT OF 307 BN LOC VIC IS 4636 S POSITION OF QUANG NAM.)

CHU LAI AREA

11 JUNE: QUANG TIN DIST AGT (G/3) RPTS VC REGULAR BN THANG MAI, CMD HGA, STR 300, LOC VIC BT 250255 TO BT 213248 APPROX 25 MI NW CHU LAI. (G-2 COMMENT: THANG MAI CMD HGA, AND LOC IN T.I.S. AREA.)

11 JUNE: QUANG TIN DIST AGT (G/3) RPT 300 VC DES 74-108, CMD TRN DUC KHOA ARNF'D W/2-6CM RANT, 2-57MM NR, LOC BT 358155 TO BT 250156 APPROX 18 MI NW CHU LAI W/MISSION TO DESTROY BA BAU BRIDGE AND HARASS PF TRAINING CENTER. (G-2 COMMENT: CMD TRN DUC KHOA RPTD 12 JUNE TO BE GID OF 350 BN/108 REGT LOC VIC BT 4001.)
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11 JUNE: QUANG NGAI DIST AGI (G/3) MET VC HN, DESIG AND CMD. UNK. ARMED W/1-60MM HORT, 3 MG'S MOVED FM TV NCHIA TO SON MY A EA BS 742778 APPROX 17 MT SSE CHU LAI 300 VC DES AND CMD. UNK, ARMED W/2-60MM MORT'S, 2-30 CAL MG, 1-57MM 'R, 9-ARTS DRESSED IN GRAY UNIFORMS, LOC VT BS 693856 TO BT 698876 APPROX 15 MT SSE CHU LAI (G-2 CONTENT: PROBABLY SAHS BN. 52D IN LAST RPTD OPERATING IN THIS AREA.)

3. ENEMY CAPABILITIES. NO CHANGE

DRAFTED BY C.M. REED

DECLASSIFIED
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INTSUM #39 FROM 171200H TO 181200H

PASSEP VIA MARINE LO TO SR ADV 1 CORP, SR ADV 2ND DIV, SR ADV DANANG SPL SEC, 23RD BASE INTEL SQDN, G-1 DET USSF.

A. FMFM 2-1, AUGUST 1964

1. INTSUM #39, 171200H TO 181200H

2. CHARACTERISTICS OF AREA OF OPERATIONS

A. COASTAL PLAIN WEATHER. 9000 FT SCATTERED TO BROKEN CEILING.

VISIBILITY UP TO 10 MILES. WINDS FROM SW AT 10 KNOTS WITH SCATTERED SHOWERS.

B. PIEDMONT & MOUNTAIN WEATHER. FORECAST SAME AS COASTAL PLAIN, EXCEPT POSSIBLE THUNDER STORMS IN AFTERNOON AND EVENING.

3. STATUS OF ENEMY SITUATION.

A. AIR

(1) AIR ACTIVITY. NO ENEMY AIR ACTIVITY IN III MAP AREA DURING REPORTING PERIOD.

(2) FLAK ACTIVITY. TWO UH-34B AIRCRAFT RETURNING FROM OUTPOST IN BA LONG VALLEY RECEIVED FLAK AT 3,000 FT AGL. AIRCRAFT OBSERVED BRIGHT FLASHERS ON GROUND AND EVENLY SPACED AIR BURSTS BELOW AND BEHIND THE LEAD A/C.
NEW AVIATION UNITS OR EQUIPMENT CURRENT INTELLIGENCE

REVEALS CAMBODIA TO BE IN POSSESSION OF AN ESTIMATED FIVE
(5) MIG-17 A/C, BASED AT PHNOM PENH. THESE A/C CARRY
IDENTIFICATION MARKINGS AS FOLLOWS: FUSELAGE; BLUE CIRCLE
ENCLOSING A RED BACKGROUND WITH WHITE BUILDING IN CENTER.
VERTICAL STABILIZER: RED SQUARE WITH WHITE BUILDING IN CENTER,
WITH TWO BLUE BANDS BORDERING TOP AND BOTTOM OF SQUARE. IT
IS RE-EMPHASIZED THAT CAMBODIA IS EXTREMELY SENSITIVE OF
INTRUSIONS UPON ITS AIR SPACE. AIRCRAFT OPERATING WITHIN
CAMBODIAN AIR SPACE SHOULD BE CONSIDERED OF INTERCEPT STATUS.
AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY REVEALS PRESENCE OF A NEW SA-2 SITE UNDER
CONSTRUCTION AT HANOI. LOCATED AT 21°04'00N/105°41'00E. THIS
SITE HAS BEEN TENTATIVELY IDENTIFIED AS SA-2 SITE DELTA.

(4) POTENTIAL TARGETS. NO TARGETS RPTD DURING PERIOD.

B. GROUND

(1) ATTACKS, HARASSMENT

(a) 17 JUNE: 4 TO 6 VC FIRED 250 RDS AT CO D 1STB 3D MAR,
Vic AT 942666 APPROX 10 MI SW DANANG.

(b) 17 JUNE: 3 VC PROBED CO B 2NDH 3D MAR LOC VIC A: 905805
APPROX 6½ MI NW DANANG.

(c) 17 JUNE: WHILE CROSSING RIVER, 3D MAR LVT'S REC'D
AUTOMATIC WEAPONS FIRE FM VIC AT 884826 APPROX 8½ MI
NW DANANG.
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(2) NEW OBSTACLES & BARRIERS
(a) 17 June: 2DBN 3rd Mar Rptd Several Fortifications and Trench Lines Loc Vic at 8585 Approx 3/4 Mi NW LE MY.

(3) NEW UNITS LOCATED OR IDENTIFIED.
(a) Phu Loc Dist ACT (F/6) Rpt VC BN Armed W/81 and 60mm Mort., and I-Me's, Vic ZD 185052 Approx 20 Mi SE Phu Bai. (G-2
Comment: 25 Elephants Rptd in This Vic on 15 June.)

(4) ENEMY MOVEMENT. NO CHANGE.

(5) LOGISTIC ACTIVITY. NO ACTIVITY RPTD DURING PERIOD.

4. PERSONNEL AND EQUIPMENT LOSSES
A. PERSONNEL KIA. NONE RPTD DURING PERIOD
B. PERSONNEL CAPTURED. NONE RPTD DURING PERIOD.
C. EQUIPMENT DESTROYED OR CAPTURED.
   TWO MIG-17 A/C DESTROYED BY USN CAP AT THANH HOA
D. FACILITIES DESTROYED OR DAMAGED.

17 JUNE: MAG 12, A-4 A/C FleW FOLLOWING STRIKES; VC POSITION
VIC AT 826854; TARGET SATURATED. VC POSITIONS IN VIC AT 8085
8084; TARGET SATURATED. VC TROOP CONCENTRATION: IN VIC ZC 193 790,
AREA SATURATED. VC POSITIONS VIC VC 917 666, TARGET SATURATED.
VC CONCENTRATIONS VIC ZC 150 700: FOOT BRIDGE DESTROYED, MULTIPLE
BUILDING COMPLEX DESTROYED. VC TROOP CONCENTRATION IN THE VIC
OF ZC 205 702; TARGET SATURATED. VC TROOP CONCENTRATION VIC
ZC 168 695; TARGET SATURATED. A-4C'S HIT VC STRUCTURES IN WOODED
AREA VIC BT 272 078; 16 STRUCTURES DESTROYED. A-4C'S HIT SQUARE
VC BUNKERS WITH CAMOUFLAGED THATCHED COVERS VIC BT 283 04, 7
STRUCTURES DESTROYED.
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VC STRUCTURES AND CAVES VIC BT 272 078, 16 STRUCTURES DESTROYED AND MANY LEFT BURNING. VC STRUCTURES VIC BS 253 927; 4 STRUCTURES DES.
VC STRUCTURES VIC BS 255 925; 2 STRUCTURES DES. VC STRUCTURES VIC BS 398 935; 1 STRUCTURE DES. VC STRUCTURES VIC BS 3981, 1 BUILDING DES. VC TROOPS VIC OF ZA 055 530, AREA SATURATED.

17 JUNE: VMFA -513, F4B, A/C FLEW FOLLOWING STRIKES: VC STRUCTURES VIC AT 969 100; 2 STRUCTURES DES. AND 2 DAMAGED. VC STRUCTURES VIC BT 271 081, 9 STRUCTURES DES. VC STRUCTURES VIC BT 272 077.
28 STRUCTURES DES. VC BN VIC BS 242 931; AREA SATURATED. VC STRUCTURES VIC BS 257 927; TARGET SATURATED. VC STRUCTURES VIC BS 253 928; TARGET SATURATED.

13 JUNE: F4B AND F100'S STRUCK VC BN LOC VIC YC 88098, RESULT: STRIKE VERY EFFECTIVE, MANY ENEMY CAS.

5. COUNTERINTELLIGENCE.

A. TERRORISM. THE VC BOMBING OF TAN SON NHUT AIR TERMINAL ON 16 JUNE RESULTED IN 24 PERSONS BEING INJURED. (CI COMMIT:

THIS DOES NOT APPEAR TO BE A WAVE OF TERROR BUT AN ISOLATED INCIDENT.)
B. PROPAGANDA & AGITATION. RECENTLY CAPTURED DOCUMENTS EVIDENT

THAT THE VC HAVE INITIATED A CONCERTED ANTI-US PROPAGANDA EFFORT

AT THE VILLAGE AND HAMLET LEVEL.

6. CAPABILITIES. NO CHANGE.

7. CONCLUSIONS. THE VIET CONG WILL NOT ATTACK U.S. MARINE CORPS CAVES IN

FORCE IN THE NEXT 24 HOURS.
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PRIORITY

17 May 52

1. CIRCULAR

TO: ALL

DO NOT CIRCULATE

ADJUTANT GENERAL
BENGROW

PILOT STORY

HAWK 660
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SUBJECT:

F E P. 1

R A F - (3)

COMM. SC.

DET "J"

F A R FORCE REC. O.S.

3B. W. N O R 1

M C B 3-1

M C B - 3-1

M C B - 4-1

M C B - 1-1

M C B - 4-1

M C B - 2-1

M C B - 2-1

M A W - 8-1

N A D - 2-1

2. INTENT. NO CIRCULAR TO ENGLISH

2. CHARACTERISTICS OF AREA OF OPERATIONS

A. COASTAL FLATEN WEATHER. 4,000 SCATTERED TO 8,000 BROKEN CEILING, EACH OVERCAST, W/20 MILES VISIBILITY. IT IS EXPECTED TO REMAIN GENERALLY THE SAME THROUGHOUT THE DAY AND TOMORROW.

B. FLATEN AND MODERN WEATHER. AT PRESENT THE WEATHER IS THE SAME AS THE COAST WEATHER, HOWEVER THIS AFTERNOON AND EVENING, ISOLATED THUNDER- STORMS WILL DEVELOP WITH ASSOCIATED LOWER CEILINGS AND VISIBILITY. LITTLE RESTRICTION IN THE USE OF AIRCRAFT IN THESE AREAS.

3. SUMMARY OF needy SITUATION

A. AIR

(1) AIR ACTIVITY, NONE REPORTED.

(2) FLAK ACTIVITY, NONE ENCLOSED

(3) NEW ATTACK

ACTION COPY
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2.  GROUND

(a)  AFTABES, DANGLOM

   (a)  18 JUNE:  D CO 2/3 PARACHUTED OVER HILL BY 2 TO 4
         VC 9 CO FORMED 4 TO 6 REG VIC AT 824,5675 APPROX 5 HI SW
         DANANG.

   (b)  29 JUNE:  D CO 2/3 FORMED 40 M. D. DEPRIVS AT VIC AT 926666
         APPROX 5 HI SW DANANG.

(b)  GM DRUGS, RATS AND BAR TSIS.  NONE DISPOGED.

(c)  NIEM WERE LOCATED OR IDENTIFIED.  NONE IDENTIFIED

(d)  MOOKI INFRACTION.

   (a)  29 JUNE:  D CO 2/4 RFTD A LIGHT VIC BT524,026 APPROX 3 HI SW
         CHU LAY.  LIGHT SEEMED TO BE COMING FROM AT LEAST 2 PEOPLE
         MOVING IN AREA.  D CO 2/4 RFTD 6/7 PEOPLE MOVING VIC
         BT5004030 APPROX 3 HI SW CHU LAY.

   (b)  18 JUNE:  D CO 1/3 SIGHTED 9 VC VIC HILL 22 VIC AT 824,6677
         APPROX 5 HI SW DANANG.

   (c)  18 JUNE:  D CO 1/3 SIGHTED 4 TO 6 VC VIC AT 845723 AI BOX 4
         HI NW DANANG.

   (d)  18 JUNE:  SIAO QUANG NAM:  (c) 1 VC BN BST STR 400 H.R. W/1
         81MM HNT, 2-60MM H/NT, 2-LIG. MOVING FROM BOA TRUNG MN
         LOCATION VIC AX30790 TO AT830300 APPROX 6 HI NW LE MY W/
         1 VEHICLE OF IDENTIFYING DANANG III.  COORD PERF. REPORT.
DECLASSIFIED
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(a) 15 JUNE: DIST ACT F/6 RPT VC ASSEMBLING FORCES TO ATK PHU DAI BRG VIC YD 923116 APPROX 3 MI SW PHU BAI AND DONG BAC VIC YD 926103 APPROX 1 MI SE PHU BAI. EACH DAY THEY SET UP AN OBSERVATION CELL AT YD 895102 APPROX 3 MI S PHU BAI. (G-2 COMMENT: CELL IS EQUIVALENT TO VC FISTEAM; USUALLY 3 MEN)

(b) 15 JUNE: DIST ACT F/6 RPT 108TH BN ON 13 JUNE KOVED TO VIC BS 210905, BS 223902 APPROX 23 LI SW CHU LAI EQUIP W/4-60MM MORT, 8-60MM MORT, 8-30 CAL LG, 5 AN/PAC 10, WEARING PATACUES AND GREEN UNIFORM AS

(c) 15 JUNE: DIST ACT F/6 RPT A NUMBER OF GUERILLAS USED SAMPANS AT BTNH VIANG VIL BT 622010 TO CROSS TRA DONG RIVER VIC BT 613007 APPROX SE CHU LAI. WOMEN WERE IN THE LEAD SAMPAN AND THEY WERE FLYING THE SVN FLAG. (G-2 COMMENT: USE OF WOMAN AND SVN FLAG DECEPTIVE MEASURE TO ESCAPE FRIENDLY AIR AND ARTILLERY FIRE.)

(d) 15 JUNE: DIST ACT F/6 RPT 1 EN 104/40 CND BY NGUYEN HAI CHAN AND ASST CHM DR LUE QUANG TUAN, EQUIP W/3-60 MM MORT, 1-57 MM RCL, 3-30 CAL MG, 1-694 RADIO SET, MOVED PH BS 515926 APPROX 9 MI SW CHU LAI TO BS 517915 APPROX 10 MI SW CHU LAI FOR THE PURPOSE OF ATK THE VIL PF BTNH TUYEN VIC BS 510385 APPROX 13 MI SW CHU LAI.
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(5) LOGISTIC ACTIVITY. NONE REPORTED.

A. PERSONNEL KIA. NONE REPORTED.

B. PERSONNEL CAPTURED. NONE REPORTED.

C. EQUIPMENT DESTROYED OR CAPTURED. NONE REPORTED.

D. FACILITIES DESTROYED OR DAMAGED.

18 JUNE: VMFA-513, P-4B, A/C FLEW FOLLOWING STIKES: STRIKE ON TROOP CONCENTRATIONS VIC YD 045320: TARGET SATURATED. FIRES LEFT BURNING. STRIKE ON TROOP CONCENTRATIONS VIC YD 030320. TARGET SATURATED FIRES LEFT BURNING. STRIKE ON TROOP CONCENTRATIONS VIC AT 851866. TARGET SATURATED. STRIKE ON TROOP CONCENTRATIONS VIC AT VIC OF AT 835845; TARGET SATURATED.

18 JUNE: MAG 22, A/C FLEW FOLLOWING STIKES: STRIKE ON VC STRUCTURES VIC BT 266075; ESTIMATED 5 STRUCTURES DESTROYED AND 2 STRUCTURES DAMAGED. STRIKE ON VC CONCENTRATION AND STRUCTURES LOC VIC BT 266065. (INTELLIGENCE REPORTS INDICATED CAMOUFLAGED REPAIR SHOP) TARGET SATURATED. STRIKE ON VC STRUCTURES, GUN EMPLACEMENTS, AND SUSPECTED VC GÜM. STATION IN THE VIC OF BT 275072; 2 STRUCTURES DESTROYED. STRIKE ON SUSPECTED VC CONCENTRATION AND INSTALLATIONS AND 200 METERS OF RICE PADDIES VIC BT 265 09: TARGET SATURATED. STRIKE ON VC STRUCTURES AND GUN EMPLACEMENTS VIC BT 272 078: 4 GUN EMPLACEMENTS DAMAGED AND 5 STRUCTURES DAMAGED.
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STRIKE ON VC STRUCTURES VIC OF AS 885 985: 3 STRUCTURES DAMAGED.
STRIKE ON VC STRUCTURES VIC AS 875-72: 1 STRUCTURE DAMAGED.
STRIKE ON SIX VC STRUCTURES VIC OF AS 893-62: FAC RPTS ONE STRUCTURE HAD RADIO ANTENNA. 2 STRUCTURES DESTROYED AND 3 DAMAGED. STRIKES ON VC STRUCTURES TRAIL AREA VIC OF AS 970-75: TARGET SATURATED. STRIKE ON AS 960-62: 1 STRUCTURE DAMAGED. STRIKES ON VC TARGET IN VIC OF ST 272-077, WHICH HAS BEEN PURPORTEDLY IDENTIFIED AS AN RV/NK LGD AREA GUARDED BY 200 VC TACTICS. 2 LARGE SECONDARY EXPLOSIONS OBSERVED BY FAC. STRIKE ON A IID HAZE TARGET VIC OF AS 990-79: TARGET SATURATED.

12 JUNE: QUANG Binh - 2D DIV - Airstrike on troop concentration in the vic BS 677-63: RESULTS 35 KIA, 1 AA OG DSG, 2 AA DSG.

5. COUNTERINTELLIGENCE

A. TERRORISM

(1) I CORPS RPTS THE FOLLOWING VC INITIATED INCIDENTS DURING THE LAGging PERIOD: 3 KIDNAPPINGS, 2 ATMS, 3 SABOTAges, AND 8 HARASSMENTS.

(2) VC KILLED BUILDING VIC BS 414-78 ON 11 JUNE AND BLOW UP ONE BUILDING VIC BS 515-95 ON 12 JUNE.

(3) ON 29 MAY, A MARINE WAS PROPOSITIONED BY A BAR GIRL IN DANANG TO RIDE AWAY TO SAIGON AND GET MARRIED. (COMINT: THIS COULD HAVE BEEN POSSIBLE KIDNAP ATTEMPT AND IS UNDER INVESTIGATION.)

B. PROPAGANDA AND AGITATION

(1) I CORPS (C/2) RPTs VC AGENT HAS BEEN ASSIGNED TO FOAL A BUDHIST GROUP IN DUY XUYEN A EA FOR THE PURPOSE OF DISRUPTING BUDDHIST LAW AND SPREADING TEACHINGS TOWARD SUFF.

6. CAPABILITIES. NO CHARGE.
7. CONCLUSIONS. THE VIET CONG WILL NOT ATTACK U.S. MARINE CORPS BASES IN
FORCE IN THE NEXT 24 HOURS.
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FROM: CG III MAF
TO: TTR MAF (TN)

INFO: CG ADP/CC

A. SECONDARY WEATHER

1. INTSUM #41, 191201H TO 201200H JUNE 1965.

2. CHARACTERISTICS OF AREA OF OPERATIONS

A. COASTAL PLAIN WEATHER. 3,000 FT SCATTERED, TO 7,000 FT BROKEN CEILING W/ HIGH OVERCAST AND 15 MI VISIBILITY. THERE WILL BE LIGHT RAIN THROUGHOUT THE DAY.

B. FIELD AND MOUNTAIN WEATHER. GENERALLY THE SAME AS COASTAL PLAIN EXCEPT FOR LATE AFTERNOON AND EARLY EVENING ISOLATED THUNDERSTORMS, WHICH WILL DEVELOP W/ ASSOCIATED LOWERING CEILINGS AND VISIBILITY. RESTRICTION IN THE USE OF AIRCRAFT WILL BE LIMITED IN AREAS OF THUNDERSTORM ACTIVITY.

3. SUMMARY OF ENEMY SITUATION

A. AIR

(1) LHA ACTIVITY. NONE REPORTED.

(2) FLAK ACTIVITY. 14 JUNE: A (C/3) W/ AA CUNS, CALIBER

ACTION COPY
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19 JUNE: VAC RPT TWO RDS SMALL ARMS FIRED RECEIVED VIC BT 053713 WHILE S.A. UH-IE ON RECON. NEG HITS. AUTOMATIC GROUND FIRE RECEIVED BT 065505.

CALIBER UNK. NEG HITS

(3) NEW AVIATION UNITS OR EQUIPMENT. NONE REPORTED.

(4) POTENTIAL TARGETS. NONE REPORTED.

D. GROUND

(1) ATTACKS, HARASSMENT

(a) 20 JUNE: 4TH MARINES THROWN AT TALK PH BEYOND DEFENSIVE MILE VIC BT 514099 APPROX 2 1/4 MI SW CHU LAI. ILLUS. FIRED AND GRENADES THROWN. GRENADES CONTINUED UNTIL TERMINATED BY 3 FRAG GRENADES. NO KNOWN CAS.

(b) 20 JUNE: LY THU LINH RPTD VC ATTACKED, CAPTURED, AND BLOW THE BRIDGE LOC VIC BT 4311 APPROX 7/8 MI NW CHU LAI (CRT: THIS BRIDGE WAS DAMAGED EARLIER BY THE V.C.)

(2) NEW OBSTACLES AND BARRIERS

(a) 15 JUNE: 4TH MARINES SWEEP OF KY XUAN ISLAND APPROX 3 MI N CHU LAI REVEALED FOLLOWING: BUNKER CONSTRUCTED OF DIRT VIC BT 491091. TRENCHES AND FOXLHOLES ALONG MAIN ROUTES PH N TO S AND CENTER OF ISLAND. 30 TRENCHES IN GRAVEYARD/ HOLLOW BANDED TUNES LEADING INTO TUNNEL. FOXLHOLES A 2 (N NORTHERN END OF THIS AREA VIC BT 487096

(3) NEW UNITS LOCATED OR IDENTIFIED

(a) 18 JUNE: MALT POLICE (7/6) SPD TO HO-SCHU-EULAR VN VIC AT 946460 APPROX 20 MI SW DANANG. (CRT: 1ST MENTION OF THIS UNIT)
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(b) 17 JUNE: NATH POLICE (F/6) REPORTED TWO VC CONVOYS WORKING VIC AT 990660 APPROX 7 MI SE DANANG. THEIR CONVOYS ARE LE IMMIGRANTS AND A GI. (CMT: NGUYEN DA CC IS POSSIBLY THE H-41 CC. COMMUNICATIONS CO IS NAMED NGUYEN DOA AND COORDINATES OF NGUYEN DA CO ARE CLOSE TO USUAL CONVOY AREA OF H-41.)

(c) 17 JUNE: NATH POLICE (F/6) REPORTED THE 7TH BN (SUBORD. RATE TO IV FWD. AREA) IS BELIEVED TO BE OPERATING VIC BT 085685 APPRX 8 MI SE DANANG. THIS BN IS REPORTED TO HAVE 3 SUB-CC WHICH ARE MOUNTAINOUS.

(d) 9 JUNE: NATH POLICE (F/6) REPORTED 7 POSSIBLE BN'S IN QUANG NAM-DANANG AREA, THREE OF WHICH ARE THE 160TH AND THE 106TH. (CMT: THIS IS THE 2ND REPORT ON THE 160TH BN BEING IN THIS AREA. OTHER BN'S REPORTED FOR FIRST TIME.)

(4) ENERGY INVENTORY

(a) 20 JUNE: 4TH MAR RPT VC NOW CONTROL HAMLET VIC BT 15124, APPROX 9 MI IN CHU LAI.

(5) LOGISTIC ACTIVITY. NONE REPORTED.

4. PERSONNEL AND EQUIPMENT LOSSES.

A. PERSONNEL KIA. NONE REPORTED.
B. PERSONNEL CAPTURED. NONE REPORTED.
C. EQUIPMENT DESTROYED OR CAPTURED. NONE REPORTED.
D. FACILITIES DESTROYED OR DAMAGED.

19 JUNE: VNAF-53, F-4, A/C FLEW FOLLOWING MISSIONS: STRIKE ON VC STRUCTURE AND STAGING AREA BT 009095, 15 STRUCTURES DESTROYED AND NUMEROUS SECONDARY FIRES OBSERVED.
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VC STRUCTURES AND STAGING AREA VIC BY 02/07, 13 STRUCTURES DEST AND: NUMEROUS PILES OBSERVED.

7 JUNE: MAG 12, A4, A/C PULLED FOLLOWING STRIKES: STRIKE ON VC STRUCTURE & CONCENTRATION VIC YD 662135, TARGET SATURATED. VC STRUCTURE & CONCENTRATION VIC YD 742053, TARGET SATURATED. RICE PADDY AND THREE LIDS VIC ZC 175653, TARGET SATURATED AND BURNING.

CULTIVATED AREAS VIC ZC 125650, TARGET SATURATED. CULTIVATED AREAS VIC ZC 005650, TARGET SATURATED. VC STRUCTURES VIC BT 68327L9, 9 STRUCTURES DEST, 5 DAMAGED. STREAM BED VIC ES 142307, TARGET SATURATED.

19 JUNE: 23 AIRDIV FLOO'S FLOW FOLLOWING STRIKES: VC STRUCTURE VIC BT 925618, TARGET SATURATED. VC STRUCTURES VIC ES 735410, TARGET SATURATED.

5. COUNTERINTELLIGENCE.

A. TERRORISM. NO REPORTED.

B. PROPAGANDA AND AGITATION

(1) 19 JUNE PROPAGANDA LEAFLETS WERE DISTRIBUTED IN DANANG. THE LEAFLETS WERE PRINTED IN ENGLISH AND THE THEME WAS "US FORCES SHOULD LEAVE VIET NAM."

6. CAPABILITIES. NO CHANGES.

7. CONCLUSIONS. THE VIET CONG WILL NOT ATTACK U.S. MARINES CORPS ENCLAVES IN FORCE IN THE NEXT 24 HOURS.

DRAFTED BY [Signature]
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INTSUM #42 FROM 201200H TO 211200H JUNE 1965.

1. INTSUM #42, 201200H TO 211200H JUNE 1965.

2. CHARACTERISTICS OF AREA OF OPERATIONS

A. COASTAL PLAIN WEATHER. 7,000 FT BROKEN TO 10,000 FT BROKEN CEILING W/HIGH OVERCAST, 20 MILES VIS. AFTERNOON LOWERING CONDITIONS WILL EXIST TO 1,500 FT BROKEN TO 6,000 FT OVERCAST CEILING W/LIGHT RAIN SHOWERS.

B. FLATLAND & MOUNTAIN WEATHER. GENERALLY SAME AS COASTAL PLAIN WEATHER, W/DEVELOPMENT OF AFTERNOON THUNDERSTORMS WHICH WILL EFFECT FLIGHT CONDITIONS IN THESE AREAS.

3. SUMMARY OF ENEMY SITUATION

A. AIR

(1) AIR ACTIVITY. NONE REPORTED.

(2) FLAK ACTIVITY. 20 JUNE: HH-365 LFT 2 UH-34-0'S RECEIVED SA

FLAK FI 10 VG LOG VIC HT 455075. THE UH'S RETURNED FI TE. RESULT:

F.4; ONE UH-34 RECEIVED SA HIT. ENEMY: 27 EA.
B. GROUND

(1) ATTACKS, HARASSMENT

(a) 21 JUNE: 4TH KAR RPTS 1 VC THREATENED GRENADEN VIC BT 560045 APPROX 1 MI SE CHU LAI. NO CAS.

(b) 21 JUNE: 4TH KAR RPT 1 VC FIRED RD VIC BT 560045 APPROX 1 MI SE CHU LAI. NO CAS.

(c) 20 JUNE: 4TH KAR RPTS VC PROBE VIC BT 534113. MARINE VIA

(2) NEW OBSTACLES, BARRIERS, AND FORTIFICATIONS. NONE REPORTED.

(3) NEW UNITS LOCATED OR IDENTIFIED.

(a) 20 JUNE: I CORPS (2/3) RPTS ALT HL MILITARY EJECUTION LOC VIC BS 138921 APPROX 27 MI SW CHU LAI. 1ST TET HL LOC VIC BS 624780 APPROX 4 MI NW QUANG NGAI. U/I UNIT LOC BT 279031 APPROX 17 MI W CHU LAI. (G-2 COMMENT: NO APPARENT EXPLANATION FOR MOVEMENT OF 1ST TET.)

(b) 20 JUNE: MAG 12 RPTS 6 TO 8 CAMP FIRES LOC VIC AT 980935.

(e) 17 JUNE: QUANG NAM SENIOR ADVISOR (F/3) ETT 1 VC CO OPERATING VIC AT 988633, AT 975632, AND AT 992620 APPROX 8 MIN SALAM HANDS-VIC HAVE ORDERED PEOPLE TO BUILD BUILDINGS AT BT 015588, BT 015595, BT 025610, BT 005582, AND BT 023604 APPROX 9 MI SE DA NANG. 2 OF THE BUILDINGS HAVE BEEN COMPLETED AT BT 005582 AND BT 023604.
(d) 17 JUNE: QUANG TAM SENIOR ADVISOR (F/3) RPT VC IN W/ UNITS LOC AT 083457 & BT 095494 APPROX 22 KM SE DANANG VC DIGGING FOR HOLES & ENTRENCHMENTS. HAVE ORDERED PEOPLE TO SUPPLY BAMBOO FOR COMBAT HAMLETS & ORDERED PEOPLE NOT TO LEAVE AREA, OR APPROACH BASED BUILDING AREA.

(4) ENTRY LOVEMENT

(a) 20 JUNE: 2ND BN, 3D AR RPTS SUSPECTED VC OPR. LOC PSN LOC AT 940786 APPROX 4 KM NW DANANG. PSN CONSIST OF 2 HOLES DUG 10 METERS APART. DEFLECTION BETWEEN PSNS IS 100 DEGREES. TUBE IS PLACED IN HOLE. NO SPOILS FROM DIGGING IN AREA IS EVIDENT. HOLES ARE CLOSE TO BUSHES PO. GOOD CONCEALMENT. PSNS WERE DISCOVERED DURING SWEET OF GIR AREA BY VISUAL INSPECTION & ACTUALLY PLACING 84MM IN HOLES.

(b) 20 JUNE: 2ND BN, 3RD AR RPTS INFO FROM LOCATED VILLAGERS INDICATE VC GUERRILLA CO IN LOC VIC AT 8186 APPROX 6 KM NW LE P.T. VC FA CO TRAVEL DAILY TO MAI TEN FOR FOOD.

(G-2 COMMENT: LAM DEN CO IS OPER IN THIS AREA.)

(c) 20 JUNE: 1ST BN, 3RD AR OB F. E FIGHT AND ROCKETS VIC AT 957680 APPROX 5 KM SW DANANG. NO US FORCES INVOLVED. (G-2 COMMENT: ARVN FORCES CONDUCTING SWEET THIS AREA)

(d) 19 JUNE: HRM-163 RPTS 12 BOATS EACH CARRYING 24 LEN AND LOADED W/GRAIN MOVING DOWN RTT ED VIC AT 900706 TO AT 920709.

(e) 18 JUNE: QUANG TAM SENIOR ADVISOR (F/6) RPT VC CO, COMB BY TRAI SA, EQIP W/1-60MM MORT & 7 AR'S, LOVED FM AT 940490 TO AT 905485. (G-2 COMMENT: POSSIBLY VC CO C-70.)
17 JUNE: DIST ACT (F/6) 1ST DIV RPT 6 VC CO WERE SEEN MOVING FM YD 823950 TO YD 635060 APPROX 17 KM SW PHU BAI. (G-2 COMMENT: 806TH SHOSUITE TO DA LONG.)

17 JUNE: DIST ACT (F/6) 1ST DIV RPT 200 VC MOVED FM HA PHUONG (YD 798090) TO CAT TRAIN (YD 788090) APPROX 7 KM SW PHU BAI AT YD 797106, WITH 4 BAMBOO FLOATS.

16 JUNE: DIST ACT (F/6) 1ST DIV RPT 300 VC WEARING HILLOVEE AND FIELD PACKS W/PARACHUTE SCARFS, WERE SEEN MOVING FM DA DAC (YD 916055) TO LUCONG LIEU (YD 602059) APPROX 7 KM SW PHU BAI.

LOGISTIC ACTIVITY. NO CHANGE.

PERSONNEL AND EQUIPMENT LOSSES

A. PERSONNEL KIA. NO CONFIRMED VC KIA.

B. PERSONNEL CPTURED. NONE REPORTED.

C. EQUIPMENT DESTROYED OR CAPTURED. NONE REPORTED.

D. FACILITIES DESTROYED OR DAMAGED.

20 JUNE: MAG 12, A4, A/C FLEW FOLLOWING STRIKES: VC STRUCTURES VIC YD 664062, TARGET SATURATED. VC STRUCTURES VIC YD 675083, TARGET SATURATED. VC STRUCTURES AND TRAINING AREA VIC YD 643076, TARGET SATURATED. VC STRUCTURES AND TRAINING AREA VIC YD 670080, TARGET SATURATED, VC STRUCTURES VIC YD 643078, TARGET SATURATED. VC STRUCTURES VIC YD 670077, TARGET SATURATED. VC STRUCTURES, VIC YD 685078, TARGET SATURATED. VC VILLAGE VIC BS 53764, 44 HLDGS DESTROYED & ONE SECONDARY EXPLOSION, NO HUMAN ACTIVITY IN AREA. VC VILLAGE VIC BS 504850, 55 HLDGS DESTROYED.
20 JUNE: VINA-513, F4, A/C FLEX. FOLLOWING STRIKES: VC STRUCTURES VIC YD 651070, TARGET SATURATED. VC STRUCTURES VIC YD 644068, TARGET SATURATED. VC STRUCTURES VIC YD 676665, TARGET SATURATED. VC STRUCTURES VIC PS536864, 17 STRUCTURES DESTROYED. VC STRUCTURES VIC DS 504850, 30 STRUCTURES DESTROYED.

5. COUNTERINTELLIGENCE
A. TERRORISM. 18 JUNE: TRAIN ON RUN FM HUE TO QUANG TRI DETONATED A VC MINE VIC YD 595292. ENGINEER WAS INJURED.

B. PROPAGANDA & AGITATION. INCREASED NUMBER OF VC PROPAGANDA LECTURES REPORTED FROM THUA THIEN PROVINCE. THE MAIN THEME OF LECTURES WAS VICTORIES OF THE VC.

6. CAPABILITIES.
A. CONTINUE HARASSMENT OF LINES OF COMMUNICATIONS, INSTALLATIONS AND TROOP CONCENTRATIONS.

B. CONTINUED EXPANSION OF VC CONTROL INTO AREAS PREVIOUSLY CONSIDERED TO BE CONTESTED.

C. ATTACKING IN THE HUE-HU LE DAI AREA WITH AN ESTIMATED FOUR BATTALIONS REINFORCED BY GUERRILLAS IN THE AREA.

D. ATTACKING IN THE DUY SON AREA WITH AN ESTIMATED EIGHT BATTALIONS REINFORCED BY GUERRILLAS IN THE AREA.

E. ATTACKING IN THE CHU LEI AREA WITH AN ESTIMATED 10 HNS REINFORCED BY GUERRILLAS IN THE AREA.

F. FOR PRIORITY TARGETS, THE VC CAN ASSEMBLE LARGE NUMBERS OF GUERRILLAS AND LOCAL FORCES TO REINFORCE ATTACKING MAIN FORCE UNITS.
7. CONCLUSIONS:

A. CONCURRENTLY EXECUTE PARA 6A AND B ABOVE.
B. CONTINUE TO RECONNOITER AND PLAN MAJOR OPERATIONS AGAINST RVN
   GARRISON AND MARINE CORPS ENCLAVES.
CCN: 54R
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ACTION: FL FL 211200H TO 221200H JUNE 1965.

FAR-FLY VIA KEPAC LO TO ST ANG I CAGS, ST ANG II DIV, OR ADV CAGS SFL SEC. 2ND BASE INTEL 7101, 0-1 AOT 6300E.

1. KEPAC EZJ, 211200H TO 221200H JUNE 1965.

2. CHARACTERISTICS OF AREA OF OPERATIONS

A. COASTAL PLAIN WEATHER. 9000 FT BROKEN CEILING W/HIGH OVERCAST BEHIND FRONT AND 20 MILES VISIBILITY. AFTERNOON CLOUDS WILL PORM 1500 FT SCATTERED, 2000 FT SCATTERED TO 9000 FT BROKEN CEILING. LIGHT SCATTERED SHOWERS W/ASSOCIATED LOWERING VISIBILITY TO 5 MILES.

B. ISOLATED CLOUDS. SIMILAR AS THE COASTAL PLAIN WEATHER W/ISOLATED THUNDERSTORM SHOWERS RAIN, LIGHTNING CEILING & VISIBILITY. THE USE OF AIRCRAFT WILL ONLY BE INSTRUCTED IN THESE AREAS.

3. SUMMARY OF EVERY SITUATION

A. AIR

(1) AIR ACTIVITY. NONE REPORTED.

(2) FLAK ACTIVITY. NONE REPORTED.

(3) 155 AVIATION UNITS OR EXCITEMENT. NONE REPORTED.

(4) HIGH WINDS FLAT. NONE REPORTED.
(2) LN OBSTACLES, BARRIERS, & FITIFICATIONS

(a) 20-HC-20 BARB WIRE IN HPTB ALONG VICT AR DAN (ST 1651)
    APPROX 15 MI SE DANANG, APPROX 125 PVC ROAD CUBS 6 TO 8'
    DEEP AND 4' WIDE ACROSS Hwy #1. ROAD VICT 160595 TO HT
    07504, APPROX 5 MI SE DANANG. CRATERED 200 TIMES, AND BARRIC
    POSITION ALONG ROAD. IMPROVED SECONDARY ROAD RUNNING S VIC
    AT 07504 AND HT 067695 HAS BEEN CUT 200 TIMES ST THE APPROX
    1000 FEET LONG, AND 50 FEET TO EITHER SIDE OF ROAD.

(b) NEW UNITS LOCATED OR IDENTIFIED

(a) 127 HUSK DANANG 27 JULY 65 (G/2), AT VC PLAN TO ATK DIX
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FORCES IN ATK W/HE 7 BN DESIG "HO SON" BN. LOC DONG CON AT 936460 APPROX 13 KM SW DALANG. 1 CO, DESIG "N-52", LOC AT 995097 APPROX 22 KM S DALANG (QUE SON DIST) AND 4 GUBERILLA CO'S FUN TAY KHOTN, QUE SON, DAU BINH AND DAI LOC DIST. 2 AA BN'S WILL BE DEPLOYED PRIOR TO ATK, AT TRA NHIEN (BN 057464) APPROX 18 KM SE DALANG AND AT AN THANH (BN 064646) APPROX 17 KM E DALANG. (G-2 COMMENT: FIRST DEPLOYMENT OF HO SON BN.)

(2) GENERAL MOVEMENT

(a) 21 JUNE: 1 CO (C/3) RPTS 606 BN MOVED FM TO 1541-20 VIC. 930080. (G-2 COMMENT: FIRST REPORT OF THIS UNIT MOVEMENT SINCE 29 MAY 65.)

(b) 18 JUNE: 3D BN, 12TH MAR (B/2) AT UNK IN VIC. 172786 VIC/HOL 1st NHIN SON MOVING IN.

(c) 17 JUNE: QUANG NAM DIST ACT: (C/3) 1 VC BN, STR LOC W/1-60MM MORT, 2-60MM MORT AND 2 IMC HLV RX. HU THUONG VIC B/W 830770 TO AT 826860 APPROX 6 KM NW LE HU.

(d) 16 JUNE: QUANG TIN DIST ACT: (C/4) RPT 310 BN OPERATING FM DT 360075 TO BT 3700860 APPROX 10 KM W CHU LAI. ANOTHER BN, 350TH, LOC VIC MY MINT (BT 370315). (G-2 COMMENT: BN OF 103RD LOC OPEN MORT LOC VIC MY SON. VCQ DAG VAN QUE, CAPTURED 29 MAY VIC-60 MM L/62. CLAIMED HE WAS ASSIGNED TO 350TH BN OF 103RD. NO RECORD OF 310 BN.)

(e) 14 JUNE: QUANG TIN DIST ACT: (C/3) RPT 105 BN MOVING FM 370234 TO 370537.
CONFIDENTIAL

MOVED FM BT 370060 TO BT 390078 APPROX 9 MI W CHU LAI W/ MISSION TO HARASS LY TIN DIST HSU AND CHU LAI AIRSTRK ON COMING NIGHTS. (SIA COMMENT: HSU AND SNU LISTED AS CMBUS OF 70TH BN OR SUBORDINATE ELEMENTS. 70TH BN HAS BEEN OPERATING IN THIS AREA.)

(5) 14 JUNE: 12TH DEP HAS AGT (G/3) RPTS THAT AS OF 8JUN THE 108TH REGT WAS COMPOSED OF THE 70TH, 80TH AND 90TH BNS W/ E/60 SPT BN, CMD BY NGUYEN BA PHAT. REGT'S HSQ LOC BT 100230 - 115231 - 101215 - 116221. 70TH BN WAS LOC AT 990230 APPROX 32 MI S DAIKING, 80TH BN LOC AT BT 107365 5 MI NW TAN KY. E/60 BN LOC AT 120366, 70TH BN TAN KY W/ MISSION TO OPERATE IN DAIKING, QUANG NAM AND QUANG TIN AREA.

(5) LOGISTIc ACTIVITY. NONE REPORTED.

4. PERSONNEL AND EQUIPMENT LOSSES
A. PERSONNEL KIA. 2ND BN, 3RD MAR HIT 4 VC KIA.
B. PERSONNEL CAPTURED. 2ND BN, 3RD MAR HIT 1 VC CAPTURED.
C. EQUIPMENT DESTROYED OR CAPTURED. 2ND BN, 3RD MAR HITS 3 SHS, 1 CARABINE, AND 2 CHICOM GRENADES CAPTURED.
D. FACILITIES DESTROYED OR DAMAGED.

21 JUNE: NAG 12, A4, A/C FLOW POL 1000-2300 SHRS; VC 2300hrs VIC YD 575244, TARGET SATURATED. VIC 1600hrs YD 515245, TARGET SATURATED. VC TROOPS VIC YD 597242, TARGET SATURATED. VC TROOPS VIC YD 580230, TARGET SATURATED. VC STRUCTURES VIC YD 770702, TARGET SATURATED. RICE FIELD VIC YD 785690, TARGET SATURATED. VC BUILDING VIC AT 920020, BUILDING DESTROYED. VC STRUCTURES VIC AS 695985, 2 STRUCTURES DESTROYED, 3 STRUCTURES DAMAGED.
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VC STRUCTURES VIC AS 883995, 1 STRUCTURE DAMAGED. VC STRUCTURES VIC AS 890980, 3 STRUCTURES DAMAGED. VC STRUCTURES VIC AS 909970, TARGET SATURATED. VC STRUCTURES VIC AS 914975, 4 STRUCTURES DESTROYED. UNKNOWN TARGETS VIC AS 909960, TARGET SATURATED. VC STRUCTURES VIC AS 909960, TARGET SATURATED. VC STRUCTURES VIC AS 912947, 4 STRUCTURES DESTROYED, 2 DAMAGED. VC STRUCTURES, VIC AS 909770, 1 STRUCTURE DESTROYED. VC STRUCTURES VIC BS 548847, 25 STRUCTURES DESTROYED.

20 JUNE: VMFA-513, F4, A/C FLEW FOLLOWING STRIKES: VC STRUCTURES VIC AS 905968, 3 STRUCTURES DESTROYED. VC CONCENTRATION VIC BS 504850, 130 STRUCTURES DESTROYED. VC CONCENTRATION VIC BS 536846, 100 STRUCTURES DESTROYED. VC CONCENTRATION VIC BS 5,88477; STRUCTURES DESTROYED.

VC TARGET VIC BT 279013, TARGET SATURATED.

21 JUNE: 23d AIR DIV FROO'S A/C FLEW FOLLOWING STRIKES: SUSPECTED VC STRUCTURES VIC BS 550809, TARGET SATURATED.

SUSPECTED VC IN VIC BS 548804, 6 STRUCTURES DEST. SUSPECTED VC IN VIC BS 522822, 3 STRUCTURES DEST. SUSPECTED VC IN VIC BS 654798, 20 & VC IN VIC BS DEST. VC STRUCTURES VIC BS 654616, TARGET SATURATED.

5. COUNTERINTELLIGENCE

A. TERRORISM

(1) NO SIGNIFICANT INCREASE IN TERRORISM REPORTED IN I CORPS. DURING 15-19 JUNE, ONE KIDNAPPING REPORTED IN QUANG BINH PROV. AND TWO IN QUANG NGAI PROV.
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(2) VC CONTINUE TO SABOTAGE COMMUNICATION ROUTES BETWEEN DANANG AND
TAN KY. ON 17 JUNE, MIDDLE SPAN OF CHIEM SON BRIDGE, BT 024,520,
WAS DAMAGED. ON 17 JUNE, HYT 1 WAS MUG UP FROM BT 117492 TO BT
129478. ON 18 JUNE, HYT 1 CUT AT BT 097525, BT 092528 AND BT
092535. REPAIRED AND NOW PASSABLE THESE LOCATIONS.

B. PROPAGANDA & AGITATION. NO CHANGE.

6. CAPABILITIES. NO CHANGE.

7. CONCLUSIONS

A. VC CONTINUE TO RECONNOITER, PROBE AND HARASS MARINE CORPS
ENCLAVES AND RVN UNITS.

B. VC CONTINUE TO PLAN MAJOR OPERATIONS AGAINST ISOLATED RVN UNITS
AND AMBUSHES AGAINST RELIEF FORCES.

DRAFTED BY C. M. R. (M. R.)
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FM: CG III HAF
TO: III HAF (AVN)
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INTSUM #44 FROM 221201H TO 231200H JUNE 1965.

PASSED VIA MARINE LO TO SR ADV I CORPS, SR ADV 2ND DIV, SR ADV DANNING SPL SEC.
23RD BASE INTEL SGN, C-1 DET USAF.

1. INTSUM #44 FROM 221201H TO 231200H JUNE 1965.

2. CHARACTERISTICS OF AREA OF OPERATIONS

A. COASTAL PLAIN WEATHER. 5,000 FT, 6,000 FT TO 12,000 FT HIGH
SCATTERED CEILING W/20 MILES VISIBILITY. AFTERNOON CEILING WILL
DETERIORATE TO 3,000 FT TO 10,000 FT AT ONE STORM W/10 MILES
VISIBILITY. ISOLATED THUNDERSTORMS WILL FORM WITH ASSOCIATED LOWER
CEILINGS TO 300 FEET WHICH WILL AFFECT VISIBILITY IN THESE AREAS.

B. Foothill & Mountain Weather. Generally the same as Coastal Plain
W/Formation of Thunderstorms This Afternoon and Evening. Flight
Conditions will be Restricted in These Areas Due to Low Ceilings &
Visibility.

3. SUMMARY OF EMERGENCY SITUATION

A. AIR

(1) AIR ACTIVITY. NONE REPORTED.

(2) FLAK ACTIVITY. NONE REPORTED.

(3) NEW AVIATION UNITS OR EQUIPMENT. NONE REPORTED.

(4) POTENTIAL TARGETS. NONE REPORTED.
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B. GROUND

(1) ATTACKS, HARASSMENT

(a) 23 June: 1st Bn., 3D Mar. Rptd 2 VC KIA. VC Wearing Black Shirts, Shorts and Sandals. No Weapons, Equipment, or Documents Were Captured. VC Threw Hand Grenade When FIRED ON BY OP VIC AT 968740 Approx 2 Mi W Danang.

(b) 22 June: 2nd Bn., 3D Mar. Rpt Sa FI & 5 VC At 899805 Approx 1 Mi S LE MY.

(c) 22 June: 2nd Bn., 3D Mar. Rpt One VC Vic North Bridge (At 897612) Thipped Flare Vic 897182 Approx 1000 Meters S LE MY. VC FIRED AND WAVED A WEAPON. FI&E WAS RETURNED AND AREA WAS ILLUMINATED BY 1 SMART MORT. CONTACT BROKEN.

(d) 22 June: 2nd Bn., 3D Mar. Rpt VC Squad Vic At 964745 Approx 2 Mi W Danang. A EA WAS ILLUMINATED AND CONTACT BROKEN.

(e) 22 June: 2nd Bn., 3D Mar. Rptd 2 VC Approx 150 Meters North Of My Son Vic At 877765 Approx 7½ Mi W Danang. VC Wearing Black Shirts, Shorts, and Carrying Weapons. They Stopped a Group of 5 Women Who Were Gathering Wood and Questioned Women Then Before Resuming Their Work to Continue Working.

(f) 22 June: 3D Mar. Rptd Vehicle Fr 1st Bn., 12th Mar Hit Mine 400 Yds At 880765 Approx 7½ Miles W. Of Danang. (G-2 Comment: Unusually Heavy Damage Indicates Mine Prepared for Larger Vehicle or Tnt Set Off By Electrical Charges)

(g) 22 June: Liaison Officer W/4th Mar Rptd 2 Pf Platoons W/3 Advisors American "Surrounded By Undetermined No Of VC At Bs 676926 Approx 12 Mi SE Chu Lai. All 3 American Wounded Slightly but Evacuated.
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(2) NEW OBSTACLES, BARRIERS, & FORTIFICATIONS

(a) 19 JUNE: DESTROYED C/L LERT ON HWY 1 VIC BT 117492 APPROX 18 MI SE DANANG. ROAD IMPASSABLE AT THIS POINT.

(3) ILW UNITS LOCATED OR IDENTIFIED. NONE REPORTED.

(4) EVERY MOVEMENT

(a) 22 JUNE: F CO, 2ND BN, 3D MAR (F/3) KITS THAT CATHOLIC PRIEST IN VILLAGE NORTH OF F CO POSITION KITS MANY VC MOVING INTO AREA NEAR MY SON AND DONG SON VIC LCT. VIC RT 678765, APPROX 7 1/2 MI W OF DANANG. (C-2 COMMENT: PROB ELEME NTS OF DA COMPANY, A LOCAL FORCE UNIT REPORTED IN THIS AREA SEVERAL TIMES.)

(b) 22 JUNE: LY TIN LEALSON OFF (W/AR/1) W/AR MAR (F/6) RPTD MAIN FORCE CO REINFORCED IN VIC BT 450095, APPROX 6 MI NW CHU LAK AND MAIN FORCE CO BT 450068, APPROX 5 MI W. DANANG. BOTH UNITS BELIEVED FROM 90TH BN. (C-2 COMMENT: 2 U/I COS PREVIOUSLY RPTD THIS AREA 12JUN.)

(c) 21 JUNE: THUA THIEN DIST ACT (C/3) KITS WELL ARMED VC BN SIGHTED MOVING FM PHUC DIENT TO HOANG TRA, VIC YD 605235 AND THE BANG, VIC YD 618225 APPROX 18 MI LW PHU BAI. (C-2 ADV COMMENT: FRIENDLY OIN CONDUCTED IN THIS AREA BELIEVED TO HAVE CAUSED MOVEMENT.)

(d) 20 JUNE: THUA THIEN DIST ACT (C/4) KIT WELL ARMED VC BN, CALL SIGN "409" DRESSED IN KEYED UNIFORMS, HERE SIGHTED VIC YD 345440 APPROX 40 MI LW PHU BAI. THIS VC UNIT RECENTLY INFILTRATED FM BVN.
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(e) 19 JUNE: THUA THIEN DIST ACT (F/3) RPTS APPROX 100 VC
ARMED W/1-60MM MORTAR AND 1-30 CAL MG, DRESSED IN UNIFORMS
SIMILAR TO RVNAF PATROLLS, WERE SIGHTED VIC YD 620090
APPROX 16 MI SW PHU BAI.

(f) 19 JUNE: SHIAT (F/3) RPT EIGHTMENTAL SIZED UNIT RECEIVED
ORDERS TO INFILTRATE RVN. PRESENTLY THIS UNIT IS STATIONED
ALONG THE TEN HAI RIVER FROM LANG CAN (XD 906684) TO TIUT
BA (YD 105782.) TEN ELEPHANTS CARRYING HVY WEPS INTO RVN
HAVE PASSED THROUGH THU SON PHUOC, VIC YD 050565. TWO
ELEPHANTS ARRIVED AT TEN HUYEN AREA, YD 255220 APPROX 60 MI
EW PHU BAI. LOADS ON ELEPHANTS ARE CAMOUFLAGED WITH LEAVES.
10-16 JUNE FIVE VC TRANSPORTATION UNITS HAVE ENTERED RVN
FROM DIV. (G-2 COMMENT: MANY OTHER REPORTS RECEIVED OF
MOVEMENT, ELEPHANTS, AND IN UNITS DURING THIS PERIOD.)

(g) 16 JUNE: QUANG NGAI (F/6) RPT VC BN 102 LOVED FM T'A HA
(BS 225905) TO THA BANG (BS 208320) APPROX 25 MI SW CHU
LAI. TOLD LOG PEOPLE THAT THEY JUST CAME FM THA BANG VIC
BS 320925 TO COORDINATE W/OTHER UNITS IN BA GIA AND PREPARE
FOR ATK OF SON TINH DIST CITY. (2D DIV G-2 COMMENT: MAY
BE NEW UNIT.)

(h) 16 JUNE: QUANG NGAI DIST ACT (C/3) RPT 300 VC MOV'D 15
JUNE FM TAN LOC (BT 165250) TO PHUONG SON TAY (BT177275)
APPROX 25 MI NW CHU LAI. (G-2 COMMENT: POSSIBLE OF BOTH
BN WHICH IS BELIEVED TO BE CURRENTLY LOCATED IN THIS AREA.)
(1) 16 JUNE: QUANG NGAI DIST ACT (G/3) RPT 1 VC CO, STR 90, OF 80TH BN, MOVED FM BINH TAY (BT 130104) TO (BT 225198) APPRX 22 MI NW CHU LAI. (G-2 COMMENT: POSSIBLY 88TH OF 80TH BN.)

(2) 13 JUNE: QUANG TIN DIST ACT (G/4) RPT 1 VC CO, STR 100, EQUIP W/2-60MM HNT, 2-30 CAL MG, 10 AR'S MOVED FM THUONG GUU TO BT 315105 APPRX 14 MI NW CHU LAI. (G-2 COMMENT: 70TH BN CURRENTLY CAUGHT IN THIS AREA.)

(5) LOGISTIC ACTIVITY: NONE REPORTED.

4. PERSONNEL AND EQUIPMENT LOSSES.

A. PERSONNEL KIA. 1ST BN, 3D MAR RPT 2 VC KIA.

B. PERSONNEL CAPTURED. NONE REPORTED.

C. EQUIPMENT DESTROYED OR CAPTURED. NONE REPORTED.

D. FACILITIES DESTROYED OR DAMAGED.

22 JUNE: MAC 12, M1A, A/C FLY/FOLLOWING STRIKES: VC CONCENTRATION VIC AT 613870, TARGET SATURATED, VC CONCENTRATION VIC AT 865860, TARGET SATURATED. VC STRUCTURES VIC AT 683136, TARGET SATURATED. AMMO STORAGE AREA VIC AT 683136, 2 STRUCTURES DEST, VC STRUCTURES VIC AT 865107, 6 STRUCTURES DEST, 2 DAMAGED. VC STRUCTURES VIC AT 683129, 2 STRUCTURES DEST, VC STRUCTURES VIC AT 910055, 9 STRUCTURES DEST, 6 DAMAGED. VC STRUCTURES VIC AT 859095, 2 STRUCTURES DAMAGED. GUN EMPLACEMENTS VIC AT 895095, TARGET SATURATED. GUN EMPLACEMENTS VIC AT 865095, TARGET SATURATED. AMMO DUMP VIC AT 890060, 4 BLDGS DEST, NO SECONDARY EXPLOSIONS. VC STRUCTURES VIC AT 910050, 3 STRUCTURES DEST, 6 DAMAGED. TROOP CONCENTRATIONS WAYSIDE STATION, VIC BS 665922, 11 STRUCTURES DEST, NO HIT OF KIA'S.
INTSUM #45 FROM 231201H TO 241200H JUNE 1965.

PASSED VIA MARINE LO TO SR ADV I CORPS, SR ADV 2ND DIV, SR ADV DANANG SPL SEC, 23RD BASE INTEI SQUIN, C-1 DET USAF.

1. INTSUM #45 FROM 231201H TO 241200H JUNE 1965.

2. CHARACTERISTICS OF AREA OF OPERATIONS

A. COASTAL PLAIN WEATHER. THIS AFTERNOON FORECAST WEATHER: 1,500 SCATTERED, 5,000 BROKEN, 9,000 BROKEN HIGH OVERCAST AND 10 MILES VISIBILITY. SCATTERED THUNDERSTORMS WILL DEVELOP WITH ASSOCIATED LOWER CEILINGS & VISIBILITY.

B. PIEDMONT AND MOUNTAIN WEATHER. GENERALLY THE SAME AS COASTAL PLAIN W/EARLIER FORMATION OF THUNDERSTORMS W/ASSOCIATED LOWERING OF CEILINGS & VISIBILITY AROUND THE MOUNTAINS. THIS WILL RESTRICT THE USE OF ALL TYPES AIRCRAFT.

3. SUMMARY OF LERRY SITUATION

A. AIR

(1) AIR ACTIVITY. NONE REPORTED.

(2) FLAK ACTIVITY.

(a) MAG-12 A/C UPTS SMALL ARMS FIRE VIC BS 690773. NEG HITS

(b) MAG-16 A/C RPT SA FI &E VIC YD 223610. NEG HITS.

(3) NEW AVIATION UNITS OR EQUIPMENT. NONE REPORTED.
(4) POTENTIAL TARGETS: NONE REPORTED.

B. GROUND

(1) ATTACKS, HARASSMENT: NONE REPORTED

(2) NEW OBSTACLES AND BARRIERS: NONE REPORTED.

(3) NEW UNITS LOCATED OR IDENTIFIED.

(a) 19 JUNE: QUANG NGAI DIST AGT (C/3) RPT VC REGT CO COMBAT TO W/LOCAL GUELLA UNITS VIC VINH TUY (BS 472832) TO PHAIH LI (BS 543850) APPROX 14 MI S CHU LAI. GUELLAS BEING TRAINED TO ATK POSTS IN SON TINH DIST. (2D DIV G-2 COMMENT: 1 AGT HAS ARRIVED THIS AREA. AGT LOC BS 560860. 3 SUBORDINATE BNS LOC BS 500850, BS 500925, BS 560855.) (G-2 COMMENT: PROB CHAI IN 2D MAJ IN TSUM.)

(b) 18 JUNE: QUANG NAM DIST AGT (C/3) RPT 2 VC CO W/2-6CHW MORT. 1-BN, LOC BT 002487 & BT 002411, 1 SUICIDE CO LOC VIC BT 020452 APPROX 18 MI S DA NANG W/INTENT TO ATK HON BANG, DUY XUYEN DIST & XUYEN KIEU IN FOLLOWING DAYS. (2D DIV G-2 COMMENT: VC BN, DESIGNATED CHU LONG, FREQUENTLY REPORTED OPERATING THIS AREA.) (G-2 COMMENT: THIS IS THIRD RPT SINCE 16 JUNE.)

(c) 17 JUNE: QUANG NGAI SOIC AGT (C/3) RPT VC UNIT DESIGNATED AS 226/06 310^ COMMANDER THAN NGCC DAIH, MOVED FROM QUANG NHAI TO BT 5200175 APPROX 2 MI S CHU LAI & FIRED SA AT USMC OP LOC VIC HOC KHE. (2D DIV G-2 COMMENT: PROB ELK OF 70TH BN COMBINED W/LOC FORCE ELK.) (SIA COMMENT: UNIT DESIGNATED AS 226/108 CO WAS OPER IN THIS GEN AREA LAST YEAR WITH DIFFERENT CMDA. AT THAT TIME IT WAS THOUGHT TO BE PART OF EITHER 901 OR 90 BN. NO "310" IS ALSO KNOWN AS 901. ABOVE INFO IS FIRST RPT ON THIS ELK THIS YEAR.) (G-2 COMMENT: 310TH BN DESIGNATED 15 JUNE, VIC BT 3607.)
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(a) 18 JUNE: QUANG NGAI DIST ACT (G/2) RPT ON 4 JUNE. 102D BN MOVED THROUGH TRA HA VIL (BS 225905) TO TRA HUONG VIL (BS 220820). 102D BN HAS JUST MOVED TO CHA HANG (BS 320925) APPROX 15 MI WSW CHU LAI. THEY HAVE RECEIVED AN ORDER TO RETURN TO BA GIA AREA & COMBINE W/OTHER UNITS IN ATK SON TINH DIST Hqs. (SIA COMMENT: 2D RPT ON 102D, MAY BE SUBORDINATE TO SAME JTG AS THE 106TH BN.)

(b) 17 JUNE: QUANG NGAI DIST ACT (B/3) RPT VC CONCENTRATING BN'S SON TRANG (BS 593765) SON LO (BS 555770) & SON CHAU (BS 550610) APPROX 18 MI S CHU LAI W/PLANS TO ATK SON TINH DIST HQS, AND QUANG NGAI CITY. PERIOD OF BULLDOZ IS REPORTED TO BE UNTIL 25 JUNE. (SIA COMMENT: ANOTHER OF MANY REPORTS OF BULLDOZ IN THIS AREA. MOST RPTS INDICATE ATK IS PLANNED TOWARD BINH SON/SON TINH/QUANG NGAI, NOT TOWARD BA GIA.)
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(c) 17 JUNE: THUA THIEN DIST AGT (C/3) RPT VC BN, STR 400, MOVED FM KHE LIEP (YD 760080) TO VIC GIA LONG TOMB VIC (YD 760104) ON 18 JUNE THIS BN REPORTED TO HAVE MOVED TO LONG HD, VIC (YD 702178) APPROX 10 MI NW PHU BAI. (G-2 COMMENT: 80TH BN IS OPERATING IN AREA.)

(d) 17 JUNE: QUANG TIN SOIC AGT (C/4) RPT 770TH VC BN, STR 500, COMDR PHUNG, ARMED W/2-60CM MORT., 1-57MM MG, 2-MG'S, 1-BAZOOKA & 12 ARMS MOVED FM BS 390990 TO BT 435052 APPROX 10 MI NW CHU LAI W/MISSION TO HARASS LY TIN DIST H2S & NEARBY AREAS. (2D DIV G-2 COMMENT: 2D RPT OF 770TH BN.) (G-2 COMMENT: 91ST AND 350 UNCONFIRMED DNS BELIEVED ALSO OPER THIS AREA.)

(e) 17 JUNE: QUANG TIN SOIC AGT (C/4) RPT 400 VC, COMDR PHAM VAN HAM, ARMED W/1-81MM MORT., 2-60CM MORT., 1-30 CAL MG, 1-50 CAL MG, 1-BRUSH MG, 14-ARMS MOVED FM QUANG NGAI TO BT 376058 W/INTENT TO REST PRIOR TO ATK KY TRA OP (BT 376058) APPROX 9 MI W CHU LAI. (2D DIV G-2 COMMENT: HAM RPTD EARLIER THIS YEAR AS COMDR 25TH BN LOC IN SAME GEN AREA. ALSO RPTD TO HAVE MOVED IN FM Q'NGAI, TXR AKA 70TH BN.)

(f) 17 JUNE: QUANG TIN SOIC AGT (C/3) RPT 360 VC, ARMED W/ 2-81MM MORT., 2-57MM MG, 3-60CM MORT., 3-MG'S & 4 RADIOS, MOVED FM BINH PHU (BT 1630) TO BT 170280 APPROX 25 MI NW CHU LAI W/INTENT TO HARASS NEARBY AREAS.
(g) 17 June: Quang Nai Dist Act (C/3) Rpt 95th BN HQS Loc Vic BS 663510 Approx 35 Mi S Chu Lai, Gm Le Quang Pho. (SIA Comment: 3D Rpt on 95th Moving North. Possibly coming to ATK Nghia Hanh or move east to support Rptd Plained ATK on no Duc.)

(5) Logistics Activity

(a) 17 June: Quang Nam Dist Act (C/3) Rpt 10 Boats Departed FM Hoi An and moved along Truong Giang River to BT 260388 Approx 30 Mi SE Da Nang, Carrying Rice & Salt. (2D Div G-2 Comment: VC often bring goods to Binh Phu Area FM Hoi An.) (SIA Comment: This route has been used by VC for some time. Efforts to halt this traffic by sector have been sporadic & ineffective. Positive control of River traffic in the Hoi An area would be required to dry up this supply channel.)

(b) 17 June: Quang Nam Dist Act (B/2) Rpt 350 Men FM MF & Local Units Concentrated Vic Ay Khanh My (BS 543850) Approx 14 Mi S Chu Lai. Since 15 June Approx 60 Laborers have been Moving WPNs FM Vung Tan (BS 420835) to Khanh My. Many of the new WPNs are Czech AR'S & Russian Rifles which are to replace all Mas 36's formerly used by these units.

(6) Significant Trends

(a) The VC continue to move and concentrate units of company and battalion size in the coastal and piedmont areas of Southern Quang Tin and Northern Quang Tri provinces.
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4. PERSONNEL AND EQUIPMENT LOSSES

A. PERSONNEL KIA

(1) 22 JUNE: LY TIN BARBER KILLED BY PF WHILE TRYING TO ESCAPE
    AFTER DISTRIBUTING VC PAMPHLETS.

B. PERSONNEL CAPTURED

(1) 23 JUNE: 1ST BN, 3D MAR RPTS 1 VC CAPTURED VIC AT 889705 APPROX
    7 MI N DANANG AND 1 VC CAPTURED VIC AT 962709 APPROX 3 MI SW
    DANANG.

C. EQUIPMENT DESTROYED OR CAPTURED. NONE REPORTED.

D. FACILITIES DESTROYED OR DAMAGED

23 JUNE: MAG 12, M4, A/C FLEW FOLLOWING STRIKES: VC CONCENTRATION
    AT TVC, WIRE STATIONS VIC TC 737313, TARGET SATURATED. VC STRUCTURES
    VIC BS 665922, 24 STRUCTURES DESTROYED. TROOPS & TRENCHES VIC BS
    666805, TARGET SATURATED. CAVES & TRENCHES VIC BS 685782, TARGET
    SATURATED. VILLAGE AND TRENCHES VIC BS 689776, TARGET SATURATED.
    TROOPS AND VILLAGE VIC BS 690773, 11BLDG DEST, 7 DAMAGED. VC STRUCTURES
    VIC BS 520720, 6 STRUCTURES DESTROYED AND 9 DAMAGED. VC STRUCTURES
    VIC BS 4833, BS 4834, AND BS 4934, 3 STRUCTURES DESTROYED, 3 DAMAGED.
    23 JUNE: MAG 16 A/C FLEW STRIKE VIC AT 890665. AREA SATURATED.

5. COUNTERINTELLIGENCE

A. TERRORISM

(1) NO SIGNIFICANT CHANGE IN VC TERRORISM REPORTED IN CORPS AREA.

(2) DISTRICT AGENT, CAM LO DISTRICT, QUANG TII PROVINCE (C/3) RPTD
    MEETING HELD ON 16 JUNE BY VC POLITICAL CADRE AND GUERRILLAS TO
    PLAN INCREASED TERRORISM IN THAT DISTRICT. TARGETS ARE TO BE
    FAMILIES WHO HAVE RELATIVES SERVING IN RVN GOVT OR ARMY.
B. PROPAGANDA & AGITATION

(1) VC in Thua Thien Province continued propaganda lectures on VC victories. On 20 June, VC gave house to house lectures in an Xuan Hamlet, about 5 miles NE of Hue.

6. CAPABILITIES

A. Continued harassment of lines of communications, installations and troop concentrations in the 1 Corps area with local guerrilla forces.

B. Continued expansion of VC control into areas presently considered to be contested.

C. Attacking in the Hue–Phu Bai area with an estimated four battalions reinforced by guerrillas in the area.

D. Attacking in the Danang area with an estimated eight battalions reinforced by guerrillas in the area.

E. Attacking in the Chu Lai area with an estimated 11 battalions reinforced by guerrillas in the area.

F. For priority targets, the VC can assemble large numbers of guerrillas and local forces to reinforce attacking main force units.

7. CONCLUSIONS

A. Concurrently intensify Para 6A and B in Southern Quang Tin and Northern Quang Ngai provinces.

B. Continue to reconnoiter and plan major operations against SVN garrisons and Marine Corps enclaves.
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INTSUM #46 FROM 241201H JUNE 1965, TO 251200H JUNE 1965.

PASSED VIA MARINE LO TO SR ADV I CORPS, SR ADV 2ND DIV, SR ADV DANANG SFL SEC, 23RD BASE INTEL SQDN, C-1 USB USAF.

1. INTSUM #46 FROM 241201H TO 251200H JUNE 1965.

2. CHARACTERISTICS OF AREA OF OPERATIONS

A. COASTAL PLAIN WEATHER. AFTERNOON FORECAST 3,500' SCATTERED 9,000' SCATTERED, HIGH BROKEN CLOUDS W/15 MILES VISIBILITY. THE FORMATION OF ISOLATED THUNDERSTORMS LATE THIS AFTERNOON WILL LOWER THE CEILING TO 4,000' BROKEN AND LIGHT RAIN SHOWERS W/ASSOCIATED REDUCTION OF VISIBILITY.

B. PIEDMONT AND MOUNTAIN WEATHER. GENERALLY THE SAME AS COASTAL PLAINS W/EARLIER FORMATION OF THUNDERSTORMS, LOWER CEILINGS AND VISIBILITY AROUND THE MOUNTAINS. THIS WILL RESTRICT THE USE OF ALL TYPES AIRCRAFT IN THESE AREAS.

3. SUMMARY OF ENEMY SITUATION

A. AIR

(1) AIR ACTIVITY. NONE REPORTED.

(2) FLAK ACTIVITY

(a) 24 JUNE: MAG 16 RPT UH-34D RECEIVED SMALL ARMS FIRE VIC BT 462067 WHILE CONDUCTING MED EVAC. A/C RECEIVED NO HITS.
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(3) NEW AVIATION UNITS OR EQUIPMENT. NONE REPORTED.
(4) POTENTIAL TARGETS. NONE REPORTED.

B. GROUND

(1) SIGNIFICANT TRENDS

(a) THERE ARE NO NEW REPORTS TO CONFIRM SUSPECTED INFLICTATION OF NEW UNITS ACROSS THE DMZ.

(b) VC INTERDICTION OF LOCUS HAS DECREASED. 1 CORPS RPTS HAY F1 OPEN FM HUE TO QUANG TRU DAMAGED TRACKS AND BUILDINGS VIC AT 643954 APPROX 16 HT NW DANANG REPAIRED OPENING THE RR FM HUE TO DANANG. HOWEVER, THE 16 FM HUE TO QUANG TRU REMAINS CLOSED.

(c) APPEARANCES OF NEW AND/OR U/T UNITS CONTINUE.

(d) THERE IS NO INDICATION OF THE DISPERAL OF THE VC CONCENTRATIONS IN SOUTHERN QUANG TIN AND NORTHERN QUANG NGAI.

(2) ATTACKS, HARASSMENT

(a) 25 JUNE: 3D MAR RPTD 3 MINOR ENGAGES.

(b) 24 JUNE: 4TH MAR RPTD CO C 1ST BN, HIT WITH SA/5 AND MORTAR FIRE VIC BT 448564 APPROX 5 HT W. CHU LAI.

(3) NEW OBSTACLES, BARRIERS, AND FORTIFICATIONS. NONE REPORTED.

(4) NEW UNITS LOCATED OR IDENTIFIED.

(a) 21 JUNE: QUANG NGAI DIST AGT (7/6) RPT 104/3 BN GRO NGUYEN HAI CHAU, LOC VIC BHYNH THAI (BS 557915) (BS 561916) APPROX 9 HT S. CHU LAI. 104/3 BN WAITING FOR ORDER TO ATK BHYNH SON.

(b) 20 JUNE: QUANG TIN DIST AGT (7/6) RPT VC BN LOC VIC HQ GIAU (BT 45015) APPROX 8 HT SW OF CHU LAI W/MISSION TO ATK LY TIN DIST. (G-2 COMMENT: POSSIBLY 35TH BN.)
(5) ENEMY MOVEMENT

(a) 23 JUN: THUA THIEN DIST AGT (F/6) RPT VC BN DISPERSED VIC YD897105, YD890990, AND YD886970 APPROM 10 MI S MU RAI.

(b) 18 JUN: QUANG TIN DIST AFT (F/6) RPTS 200 VC OF 90TH BN.
CMD NGUYEN HUAN, EQUIP W/1-60 MM MORT. 1-3G CAL 30 DISPERSED VIC BT220235 BT220235 APPROX 6 MI NW TAM KY. VC CAME FM TURQUE VIC BT253144 APPROX 6 MI SW TAK KY.

(2D DIV G-2 COMMENT: NGUYEN BA PHAT RPTD CMDR OF 5TH SPECIAL AREA, QUANG TIN. OTHER RPTS INDICATED 90TH BN HAS MOVED WEST AND SOUTH OF BINH SON.)

(6) LOGISTIC ACTIVITY. NONE REPORTED.

4. PERSONNEL AND EQUIPMENT LOSSES

A. PERSONNEL KIA. NONE REPORTED.

B. PERSONNEL CAPTURED. 25 JUN: 3D MAR RPT 7 VC DEFECTERS SURRENDERED THEMSELVES TO 2D BN 3D MAR.

C. EQUIPMENT DESTROYED OR CAPTURED. NONE REPORTED.

D. FACILITIES DESTROYED OR DAMAGED.

24 JUNE: MIG 12, A4, A/A FLEW FOLLOWING STRIKES: VC STORAGE AREA, VC CONCENTRATION VIC YD 660072, TARGET SATURATED. TROOPS AND SAN FANS VIC YD 670013, TARGET SATURATED. STRIKE AREA VIC YC 300-90, TARGET SATURATED. FOOT BRIDGE VIC YC 075675, BRIDGE DESTROYED. VC CONCENTRATION VIC ZC 052679, TARGET SATURATED. SUPPLY STRUCTURES VIC ZC 175650, TARGET SATURATED. SUPPLY STRUCTURES VIC ZC 177650, TARGET SATURATED. SECONDARY EXPLOSION. VC STRUCTURES VIC AT 815629, TARGET SATURATED, SMOKE FM POSSIBLE CAMP FIRES NOTED IN THE VIC. NO PERSONNEL SIGHTED. VC STRUCTURES VIC BS 3229, BS 3826, BS 3130, BS 2929, 6 STRUCTURES DESTROYED ND 7 STRUCTURES DAMAGED.
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24 JUNE: VMFA-513, F4, A/C FLEW FOLLOWING STRIKES: VC BITVUCG AND STRUCTURES VIC YD 499205, TARGET SATURATED. VC BITVUCG AND STRUCTURES VIC YD 473195. 4 STRUCTURES DAMAGED. 2 VC COMPANIES VC YD 625040 TARGET SATURATED. VC STRUCTURES AND VC CONCENTRATION W/AUTOMATIC WEAPONS VIC BP 2772, AR 8870; 5 STRUCTURES DESTROYED.

5. COUNTERINTELLIGENCE

A. TERRORISM. DURING 19-20 JUNE, THE VC KIDNAPPED A TOTAL OF 20 CIVILIANS IN THUA THIEN PROVINCE. IN ONE INCIDENT 5 FEMALES, INCLUDING 1 NURSE, WERE KIDNAPPED FROM MY LAM, YD 830024.

B. PROPAGANDA AND AGITATION. NO SIGNIFICANT CHANGE REPORTED.

6. CAPABILITIES. NO CHANGE

7. CONCLUSIONS. NO CHANGE
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INTSUM #47 FROM 251201H TO 261200H JUNE 1965.

PASSED VIA MARINE 10 TO SR ADV I CORPS, SR ADV 2ND DIV, SR ADV DANANG SPL SEC, 23RD BASE INTEL SAIN, C-1 DET USAF.

1. INTSUM #47 FROM 251201H TO 261200H JUNE 1965.
2. CHARACTERISTICS OF AREA OF OPERATIONS
   A. COASTAL PLAIN WEATHER. AFTERNOON FORCAST, 4,000' SCATTERED, 10,000' SCATTERED, HIGH BROKEN CLOUDS WITH 10 MILES VISIBILITY. THE FORMATION OF ISOLATED THUNDERSTORMS IN LATE AFTERNOON WILL LOWER THE CEILING TO 3,000' BROKEN WITH RAIN SHOWERS AND ASSOCIATED REDUCTION OF VISIBILITY.
   B. PIEDMONT & MOUNTAIN WEATHER. NO CHANGE FROM LAST REPORT
3. SUMMARY OF ENEMY SITUATION
   A. AIR
      (1) AIR ACTIVITY. NONE REPORTED.
      (2) FLAK ACTIVITY.
         (a) 25 JUNE: HMM-261 RCT AH-34 AIRCRAFT RECEIVED SMALL ARMS FIRE VICTIM BS 350650 WHILE IN LANDING ZONE. NEG HITS.
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(b) 25 June: UH-365 RPT UN-34 AIRCRAFT RECEIVED SMALL ARMS FIRE VIC BT 1264. A/C WAS FLYING AT 2500' APPROX 1,000 METERS FROM SHORE. ONE HIT.

(c) 25 June: H-2 RPT CL-AIRCRAFT RECEIVED LIGHT SMALL ARMS FIRE VIC AT 936674. A/C WAS FLYING AT 200'. NO HITS.

New Aviation Units or Equipment. None reported.

Potential Targets. None reported.

B. GROUND

1. Significant Trends

(a) Reports in today's ISUM lead confirmation to the belief that a fairly large size units have infiltrated the 1st ARVN Div area and are presently concentrated in a large area generally 15 miles SW of HUE PHU DALI.

(b) The bulk of enemy forces remain concentrated in the areas south of PHU DALI, west of DANANG, N. West of QUANG NGAI and N.W. of CHU LAI.

2. Attacks, Harassment

(a) 26 June: CO D, 1st BN, 3D Mar RPT 7 DS SA'S FIRE RECEIVED VIC VILLAGE BT 432009 APPROX 6/4 BT W. CHU LAI.

(b) 25 June: CO H, 2D BN, 3D MAR RPTD 3 DS SA FIRE RECEIVED PM HITS LCC VIC AT 858807 APPROX 1 BT S. LE KY.

(c) 25 June: CO E, 2D BN, 3D MAR RPT AMTRAKK RAN OVER A GRENADE LCC VIC AT 795921 WHICH WAS CONNECTED BY W/T E TO 20 LB SHAPE CHARGE OF TNT. CHARGE DID NOT GO OFF BECAUSE W/T E IMPROVISED ATTACHED. MORE INFO TO FOLLOW IN LATER INTCUM.

3. New Contacts and Barriers

DECLASSIFIED
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(a) 25 JUNE: I CORPS RPTS HWY #1 OPEN THROUGHOUT 1ST DIV AREA. HIGHWAY #9 ALSO RPTD OPEN IN 1ST DIV AREA, BUT HAS TEN DYPASSES. BR CLOSED N PHU BAU VIC FOLLOWING COORDS: YD 278572, YD 385468, YD 452408, YD 596292, AND YD 628177.

(4) NEW UNITS LOCATED OR IDENTIFIED

(a) 21 JUNE: THUA THIEN SECTOR ADVISOR (F/6) RPT VC F/J/6 IN LOC VIC YD 660070 APPX 16 MI SW THU BAU, AND TWO VC UG'S LOC VIC YD 660533 APPX 15 MI SW THU BAU. DUE TO DENSE OVERHEAD COVER, THE VC DO NOT DISPERSA DURING DAY.

(5) ENEMY MOVEMENT

AQT

(a) 21 JUNE: QUANG NAM DIST ACT (F/6)'VC EN EQUIP W/3-81MM MORT AND 4-60MM MORT LOC VIC AT 327318, 324033, AND AT 855220 APPX 20 MI SW DANG. RPT

(b) 20 JUNE: QUANG NAM DIST ACT (F/6)'VC EN W/UNK NO. WORKERS CONCENTRATING VIC BT 137508 AND BT 134497 APPX 18 ME S.E. DANG VIC HIGHWAY #1.

(c) 17 JUNE: QUANG TIN DIST ACT (F/6)'KT VC BN, STG 300, DESIGNATED 49/70, CMD NO THUONG AN, ARMED W/4-50 CAL MG, 2-50 CAL MG, 2-50MM MORT, 2-57MM BR MOVED FROM TAN KY TO BT 046295 APPX 16 FT NW TAN KY. (G-2 COMMENT: POSSIBLY 49TH INDEPENDENT MP BN BELIEVED TO HAVE PARTICIPATED IN THE BA ENG BRIDGE ATK ON 28 MAY. PREVIOUSLY REPORTED 12 FT N. OF BT 046295.)

(d) 17 JUNE: QUANG NAM DIST ACT (F/6) RPT NO OF CAPS BK VC F/JV AND DIST AGENCY W/2 CHIEF ADVISORS HELD MEETING AT KHE MIC Son VIC AT 970640 APPX 7 MI SW DANG. DRACASSIFIED
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PURPOSE OF MEETING TO DISCUSS UTILIZATION OF 2 VC EXITs, RECENTLY RPTD MOV FM KOTUM SECTOR TO NUT TRAN PASS VIC ZC 170638 APPROX 16 3/4 E.W. DANANG, W/ANY TO ATK FRIENDLY FORCES VIC DANANG AIRFIELD.

(6) LOGISTIC ACTIVITY. NONE REPORTED.

4. PERSONNEL AND EQUIPMENT LOSSES

A. PERSONNEL KIA.

(1) 7 VC RPTD KIA DURING PAST WEEK.

B. PERSONNEL CAPTURED.

(1) 10 VC RPTD CAPTURED DURING PAST WEEK.

C. EQUIPMENT DESTROYED OR CAPTURED.

(1) 3-SMG, 1-CALIBER AND 2-GI CHOC GRENADeS (RPTD CAPTURED) DURING PAST WEEK.

D. FACILITIES DESTROYED OR DAMAGED

(1) 25 JUNE: VMFA-513 REPORTS AIR STRIKES ON VC STRUCTURES AND SUSPECTED VC CONCENTRATION VIC BS 483337, YD 2736 AND BS 466258, 3 STRUCTURES DESTROYED AND 5 DAMAGED.

(2) 25 JUNE: MAG-12 AIRCRAFT REPORTS AIR STRIKES ON VC STRUCTURES AND CONCENTRATIONS VIC BS 460385, BS 466368, BS 458376, BS 466368, BS 485337, BS 492326, BS 477959 AND ZC 170700. 16 STRUCTURES DESTROYED AND 13 DAMAGED. AREAS SATURATED WITH BOMBS, ROCKETS AND NAPALM.

5. COUNTERINTELLIGENCE

A. TERRORISM

(1) IN QUANG TRI AND THUA THIEN PROVINCES EMPHASIS APPEARS TO HAVE SHIFTED FROM SABOTAGE TO KIDNAPPING AND PROPAGANDA. PRIMARY VICTIMS HAVE BEEN VILLAGE, HARVEST CHIEFS AND FAMILIES, AND

DECLASSIFIED
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(2) DIST ACT'S IN QUANG TIN PROVINCE (G/3) APT VC FORCING FAMILIES IN COASTAL VILLAGES OF THIH DICH DISTRICT VIC BT 250462 TO BUY ID CARDS AND TAX TICKETS FOR 2000$VN, AND IN TAM KY DISTRICT VIC BT 366246, FAMILIES WERE TOLD TO PAY TAX OF 1500$VN TO HELP FEED TROOPS.

(3) A RESTAURANT IN SAIGON WAS BOMBED ON 25 JUNE. UNCONFIRMED CASUALTY REPORT LISTS 25 KILLED, INCLUDING 5 US SERVICE MEN, AND 33 WOUNDED.

B. PROPAGANDA & AGITATION

(1) VC PROPAGANDA CONTINUES THROUGHOUT I CORPS AREA, NO SIGNIFICANT CHANGE.

6. CAPABILITIES. NO CHANGE.

7. CONCLUSIONS. NO CHANGE

DRAFTED BY: C. M. RENNEA
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INTSUM #48 FROM 261201H TO 271200H JUNE 1965.

PASSED VIA MAJINE LO TO SR ADV 1 CORPS, SR ADV 2ND DIV, SR ADV DANANG SPL SEC, 23RD BASE INTEL SQN, C-1 DST USAF.

1. INTSUM #48 FROM 261201H TO 271200H JUNE 1965.

2. CHARACTERISTICS OF AREA OF OPERATIONS

A. COASTAL PLAIN WEATHER

THE FORECAST WEATHER FOR THIS AFTERNOON: 4,000 SCATTERED, 10,000 SCATTERED WITH HIGH BECKMANN CLOUDS AND 10 MILES VISIBILITY. ISOLATED THUNDERSTORMS WILL FORM WITH ASSOCIATED LOWERING OF CEILING AND VISIBILITY.

B. PLAINS & MOUNTAIN AREA

GENERALLY THE SAME AS COASTAL PLAIN WEATHER WITH EARLIER FORMATION OF THUNDERSTORMS WHICH WILL REDUCE THE USE OF ALL TYPES OF AIRCRAFT AS LOWER CEILINGS AND VISIBILITY WILL PREVAIL.

3. SUMMARY OF ENEMY SITUATION

A. AIR

(1) AIR ACTIVITY. NONE REPORTED.
CONFIDENTIAL

(2) FLAK ACTIVITY. NONE REPORTED.

(3) NEW AVIATION UNITS OR EQUIPMENT. NONE REPORTED.

(4) POTENTIAL TARGETS. NONE REPORTED.

B. GROUND

(1) SIGNIFICANT TRENDS

(a) BULK OF THE LARGE UNIT MOVEMENTS IN THIS INTRUSM OCCURRED IN 2ND DIV AREA, SOUTH OF CHU LAY.

(b) THIS INTRUSM CONTAINS TWO SEPARATE REPORTS OF HEAVY WEAPONS, 4.2 AND 105MM, WHICH IS UNUSUAL FOR THIS AREA.

(c) LAKE V.C. TROOP SIGHTING REPORTS CONTINUE TO BE RECEIVED FROM THE AREA SOUTH AND WEST OF QUANG NAI CITY.

(2) ATTACKS, HARRASSMENT

(a) 27 JUNE: 4TH MAR RPT MOVEMENTS NEAR HILL 69 VIC BT 1606, APPROX 6,000 METERS W. CHU LAY, 2 V.C. SPOTTED WHEN ILLUM FIXED.

(b) 27 JUNE: 3RD MAR RPTS ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON MINE AND SHAPE CHARGE PREVIOUSLY REPTD IN III MAF INTRUSM #47. IN ORIGINAL RPT, ATTBACK RAN OVER GRENADE LOC VIC AT 98526. FURTHER INVESTIGATION REVEALS THAT THEY WERE NOT GRENADES BUT 2 SMALL MINES. THE MINES DETONATED, BUT THE 20 LB TNT SHAPE CHARGE WHICH WAS ATTACHED TO THEM DID NOT, DUE TO IMPROPER WIRING. THE SHAPE CHARGE DIRECTATIONAL IN NATURE, WAS LOC ON METAL STAND APPROX 40 YDS FW ENGAGED MINES, AND AIMED TO COVER AREA, POSSIBLY TO INFlict CASUALITIES ON PERSONNEL INVESTIGATING MINES.
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(c) 26 JUNE: 4TH MAR RPTD U/I NO. PERSONNEL THROWING ROCKS TOWARDS FRIENDLY POSITION VIC BT 497034, APPROX 3,500 METERS SW CHU LAI.

(d) 26 JUNE: 3RD MAR RPTD 5 SEPERATE SIGHTINGS OF FM 2 TO 3 U/I PERSONNEL DURING NIGHT VIC FRIENDLY POSITIONS. ONE INSTANCE VC GRENADE WAS THROWN.

(e) 26 JUNE: 1ST BN, 706TH MAR RPTD VC INTERFERENCE AND DECEPTION RECEIVED OVER FOG LIMIT. DURING THE 10 MIN PERIOD OF INTERFERENCE FROM 2110H TO 2120H, A VOICE SPEAKING BROKEN ENGLISH CULT IN EVERY TIME OPERATOR ATTEMPTED TO KEY SET.

(f) 26 JUNE: 2D BN, 3D MAR RPTD 5 VC'S APPREHENDED VIC AT 818772 APPROX 11 MI W DANANG. INITIAL INTERROGATION OF VC'S INDICATED THEY HAD KNOWLEDGE OF MINE WHICH DESTROYED 1/12 VEHICLE ON 24 JUNE, VIC AT 8776 APPROX 7 1/2 MI W DANANG. THE MINE, MANUFACTURED LOCALLY, WAS CONSTRUCTED OF SHEET METAL AND MELINITE, A POOR QUALITY EXPLOSIVE, AND WAS ELECTRICALLY DETONATED.

3) NEW OBSTACLES AND BARRIERS. NONE REPORTED.

4) NEW UNITS LOCATED OR IDENTIFIED.

(a) 26 JUNE: MAG 16 A/C RPT 5 TO 12 VIETNAMESE MEN OF MILITARY AGE, MOVING ON TRAIL FM BT 420084 TO BT 399073. TRAIL APPEARED TO BE A MAJOR AVENUE OF EXIT FROM THE AREA.

(b) 23 JUNE: QUANG NGAI DIST ACT (R/6) RPT 22ND BN LOC VIC BS 6875. (G-2 CORRECT: THIS IS THE FIRST REPORT OF 22ND BN. BN REPORTEDLY WEARING MIXED UNIFORMS AND CARRYING LIGHT WEAPONS, INDICATING A MIXED UNIT OF LF AND GUERRILLAS.)
CONFIDENTIAL
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(c) 19 June: Quang Ngai Dist Agent (F/6) rpts 2 Bns Vic BS 520/718 approx 20 km SW Chu Lai with MSN to Atq Quang Ngai Airfield and City. (G-2 Comment: This is the first rpt of BN size units in over a month in this immediate area, one of the Bns reportedly has a 4.2 mort. This is the first report on a 4.2 mort in this area. The only known VC unit to have 4.2 morts is the 400th Heavy WpnS bn which is usually loc in Quang Tin.)

(5) Enemy Movement
(a) 4th Mar rpt sighting of 20 V.C. Vic BT 433018. (G-2 Comment: Possibly elements of H-609 LF Company confirmed by MACV in this vic 29 May.)
(b) 22 June: The Quang Ngai District Agent (F/6) rpts a VC unit, str 1,000, Vic BS 234/718 approx 28 km SW Chu Lai. (G-2 Comment: The 20th BN was rptd in this Vic on 20 May. On 17 June the Quang Ngai Dist Act reported 4 elephants carrying weapons and food w/c above area.)
(c) 13 June: Quang Ngai Dist Act (F/6) rpts BN Vic BS 347/9 approx 18 km SW Chu Lai with a 105mm gun and 1 AA gun. (G-2 Comment: This is first rpt received on 105's in units moving through Trà Bong Vic BS 34/87 approx 18 km W Chu Lai.

(6) Logistic Activity. None reported.

4. Personnel and Equipment Losses
A. Personnel KIA. None reported.
B. Personnel Captured. None reported.
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C. EQUIPMENT DESTROYED OR CAPTURED. NONE REPORTED

D. FACILITIES DESTROYED OR DAMAGED.

26 JUNE: MAG 12, A4, A/C FLEW FOLLOWING STRIKES: VC STRUCTURES AND PERSONNEL, VIC YD 310360, 2 STRUCTURES DESTROYED. TROOP CONCENTRATION VIC AT 825593, TARGET SATURATED. VC STRUCTURES, TROOPS AND TRENCHES VIC OF BT 077249, 5 STRUCTURES DESTROYED AND 3 DAMAGED. VC TROOPS, STRUCTURES AND FOXHOLES, VIC BT 050210, 2 STRUCTURES DESTROYED AND 2 DAMAGED. VC STRUCTURES, MG POSITIONS, AND TRENCHES VIC BT 070230, 2 STRUCTURES DESTROYED AND 1 DAMAGED. VC STORAGE AREA VIC BT 110203, 2 STRUCTURES DAMAGED. SUSPECTED VC STATION VIC BT 127233, 4 STRUCTURES DESTROYED AND 7 STRUCTURES DAMAGED. VC STRUCTURES, TROOPS AND TRENCHES VIC BT 128229, 8 STRUCTURES DESTROYED, 4 STRUCTURES DAMAGED. VC STRUCTURES VIC BT 176207, TARGET SATURATED. VC TROOP CONCENTRATION VIC BT 432089, TARGET SATURATED. VC POSITIONS VIC BS 157770, TARGET SATURATED.

26 JUNE: VMFA 513 A/C FLEW FOLLOWING STRIKES: SUSPECTED VC COMPANY VIC YD 789106, 3 STRUCTURES DESTROYED. VC STRUCTURES VIC BT 151200, 1 SECONDARY EXPLOSION. VC TROOPS VIC BT 177207, TARGET SATURATED.

26 JUNE: VIO-2 A/C FLEW STRIKE VIC BT 429093 ON VC VILLAGE AND ENEMY POSITIONS, 5 STRUCTURES DESTROYED.

5. COUNTERINTELLIGENCE

4. TERRORISM

(1) KIDNAPPING BY VC CONTINUES IN 1 CORPS AREA, DURING 21-22 JUNE, 6 CIVILIANS REPORTED KIDNAPPED IN 1ST DIV AREA, AND 8 CIVILIANS KIDNAPPED IN 2D DIV AREA.

B. PROPAGANDA AND AGITATION
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(1) VC continue to spread propaganda in I Corps area. Main targets have been relatives of RVNAF personnel. In Quang Nam province two incidents reported of VC ordering people to request release of relatives from armed forces.

6. Capabilities. No change.

7. Conclusions. No change.
CONFIDENTIAL
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INTSUM #49 FROM 271201H TO 281200H JUNE 1965.

PASSED VIA MARINE LO TO SR ADV I CO US, SR ADV 2ND DIV, SR ADV DANANG SPL SEC. 236D BASE INTEL SQM, C-1 DET USAF.

1. INTSUM #49 FROM 271201H TO 281200H JUNE 1965.

2. CHARACTERISTICS OF AREA OF OPERATIONS

A. COASTAL PLAIN WEATHER

THE FORECAST FOR THIS AFTERNOON: 4,000' SCATTERED, 10,000' BROKEN
WITH HIGH BROKEN AND 10 MILES VISIBILITY.

B. PLAIN & MOUNTAIN AREA

GENERALLY THE SAME AS COASTAL PLAIN WEATHER WITH FORMATION OF THUNDERSTORMS IN EARLY AFTERNOON WHICH WILL RESTRICT USE OF ALL TYPES OF AIRCRAFT IN THIS AREA.

3. SUMMARY OF ENEMY SITUATION

A. AIR

(1) AIR ACTIVITY. NONE REPORTED.

(2) FLAK ACTIVITY.

(a) 26 JUNE: HMH 261 HT A/C RECEIVED LIGHT SMALL ARMS FIRE
VIC AT 905480 WHILE FLYING 2,500' MSL. NEG HITS.
(b) 26 June: HMM 365 RPT A/C RECEIVED LIGHT SMALL ARMS FIRE VIC BT 425022 WHILE FLYING AT 15' EML. 1 HIT ON A/C, A/C CONTINUED TO FLY.

(c) 26 June: VMQ 2 RPT A/C RECEIVED MODERATE SMALL ARMS FIRE VIC BT 429093 WHILE FLYING AT 50' AGL. 3 HITS ON A/C - A/C CONTINUED TO FLY.

AA GUNS RPTD.

(a) 23 June: QUANG NGAI DIST AGT (B/2) RPT 1 MF 60 AND 1 GUELLILLA CO ARMED W/1-50 CAL AANG LOC VIC BS 687776.

(b) 23 June: QUANG NGAI DIST AGT (B/3) RPT 1 BN ARMED W/1-50 CAL MG LOC VIC BS 669926.

(3) NEW AVIATION UNITS OR EQUIPMENT. NOME REPORTED.

(4) POTENTIAL TARGETS. NOME REPORTED.

D. GROUND

(1) SIGNIFICANT TRENDS

(a) BUILDUP IN 2D DIV AREA, SOUTHWEST OF CHU LAI CONTINUES.

(b) VC HAVE CLEARLY DEMONSTRATED A CAPABILITY TO USE JAMMING AND IMITATIVE DECEPTION, BUT MORE SIGNIFICANT WAS THEIR ALMOST INSTANTANEOUS REACTION TO 3D BN 3D MARINES' DRILL INDICATING A SOPHISTICATED SIGNAL INTELLIGENCE CAPABILITY.

(2) ATTACKS, HARASSMENT

(a) 27 June: 1ST BN 3D MAR ART 2 GRENADIER THROWN INTO THEIR POSITION, VIC AT 912745 APPROX 5 MI W DANANG. NO CASUALTIES.

(b) 27 June: 1ST BN 9TH MAR HEARD 7 BDS AND WOMEN AND CHILDREN SCREAMING 700 HSTERS SE OF BT C15737 APPROX 1/2 MI SE DANANG.
(c) 27 June: C Co 1st BN 3D AIR REC'D 2 AUR SNIPER FIRE VIC
AT 937752 APPROX 4 ML W DANANG.

(d) 27 June: 2D BN 4TH MAR PATROL REC'D 12 AUR SA'S FIRE VIC
BT 617008 APPROX 6 ML SE CHU LAIL.

(e) 27 June: A CO 1ST BN 3D MAR RPTS 2 AUR SNIPER FIRE REC'D
VIC BT 937752 APPROX 5 ML W DANANG. AUR FIRED FM SW DIREC-
TION.

(f) 27 June: 2D BN 4TH MAR RPTS RECEIVED 7 AUR SA'S FIRE VIC
BT 496036 APPROX 2 ML SW CHU LAIL.

(g) 27 June: 3D BN 4TH MAR RPTS HELOS RETURNING FROM MISSION
RECEIVED SA'S FIRE FROM VIC ZD 050102 AND YD 960140 (ABOUT
5-6 KILOMETERS E AND NE OF PHU BAI.)

100% READINESS DRILL.

(h) 26 June: 3D BN 3D MAR RPTS CONDUCTING A IMMEDIATELY
UPON ASSUMING THIS DRILL JAMMING OF NETS OCCURRED. DRILL
WAS SECURED AT 261900H. NO JAMMING AT THIS TIME. JAMMING
CONSISTED OF MUSIC ORIENTAL LANGUAGE.

NEW OBSTACLES, BARRIERS AND FORTIFICATIONS. NONE REPORTED.

NEW UNITS LOCATED OR IDENTIFIED.

(a) 26 June: "THUA THIEN DIST ACT (F/6) RPTD A "RETURNEE HAS
REVEALED THAT A VC BN, DESIGNATED 100/817, IS PRESENTLY
EVACUATED FM LUC NONG DINH TO DA DAC ZD 030015 APPROX 30
ML NW DANANG. BN PLANS TO ATK VINH LOC DIST HTS.

(5) ENEMY MOVEMENT

(a) 24 June: "QUANG NGAI DIST ACT (F/6) RPT U/I EN LOC IN
SOUTHERN QUANG NGAI MOVED BN NO DUC DISTRICT TO KHIA
HANN DISTRICT (BS 6358) APPROX 30 ML S CHU LAIL."
(SIA COMMENT: POSSIBLE HJ MISSION TO ATK CONG HCA CP POST.)

(b) 22 JUNE: QUANG NGAI DISTRICT AGT (F/6) UPT THE LOCATION OF THE CONG DOAN I AND II REGTS. SUPPOSEDLY, THESE 2 REGTS ARE DEPLOYED FOR CLEMS AGAINST THE CHU LAI AIRFIELD, WHAT HAS BEEN CALLED A LIGHT H1 (ADVANCE) WAS BELIEVED LOCATED IN PROXIMITY TO A DN CP LOC VIC 9 M 3 CHU LAYS 545912.

(G-2 COMMENT: IF THIS HQ HAS CPN CONTROL OF BOTH REGTS, IT COULD BE THE BIGGEST VC H1 EVER ESTIMATED IN QUANG NGAI.
THIS EVENT IS IN LINE WITH OTHER RECENT EVIDENCE OF INCREASED ACTIVITY IN QUANG NGAI.)

(6) LOGISTIC ACTIVITY. NONE REPORTED.

4. PERSONNEL AND EQUIPMENT LOSSES

A. PERSONNEL KIA, NONE REPORTED.

B. PERSONNEL CAPTURED, NONE REPORTED.

C. EQUIPMENT DESTROYED OR CAPTURED. NONE REPORTED.

D. FACILITIES DESTROYED OR DAMAGED.

27 JUNE: MAG 12, AT A/C FLEW FOLLOWING STREIKES: 1. CONCENTRATION VIC AT 813866, 1 SECONDARY EXPLOSION. VC CONCENTRATION VIC 169820, TARGET SATURATED. VC CONCENTRATION VIC AT 820850, TARGET SATURATED. VC CONCENTRATION VIC AT 820881, TARGET SATURATED. VC TROOPS VIC AT 820810, TARGET SATURATED. VC TROOPS VIC AT 834813, TARGET SATURATED. VC TROOPS VIC AT 848776, TARGET SATURATED. VC STRUCTURES VIC BT 079249, 2 STRUCTURES DEST, 2 DAMAGED. VC STRUCTURES VIC BT 070320, 2 STRUCTURES DAMAGED. VC STRUCTURES VIC BT 073233, TARGET SATURATED. SUSPECTED VC STATION VIC BT 113234, 2 STRUCTURES DEST, 2 DAMAGED AND TWO SHALL SECONDARY EXPLOSIONS, 50 BAGS OF RICE DEST.
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VC STRUCTURES VIC BS 145760, 1 STRUCTURE DAMAGED. VC CAMP FIRES
VIC BS 150750, TARGET SATURATED. VC STRUCTURES Q2 021025, E2 120750,
Q1 150775, ZB 135359, ZB 020285, 27 STRUCTURES DESTROYED, 26 DAMAGED.
27 JUNE: V.FA-113 A/C FLEW FOLLOWING STRIKES: VC STRUCTURES VIC
VD 23291, 1 SECONDARY EXPLOSION. VC STRUCTURES VIC YD 316567,
TARGET SATURATED. VC STRUCTURES E2 020680 AND 910020, 2 STRUCTURES
DESTROYED, 1 DAMAGED.

5. COUNTRI-INTELLIGENCE

A. TERRORISM

(1) NO SIGNIFICANT CHANGE IN I CO.'S AREA. KIDNAPPING BY VC CONTINUES;
2 CIVILIAN KIDNAPPED IN THUA THIEN PROVINCES ON 24 JUNE.

B. PROPAGANDA & AGITATION

(1) NO SIGNIFICANT CHANGE REPORTED IN I CO.'S.

6. CAPABILITIES

A. NO CHANGE EXCEPT THE POSSIBLE INCREASE IN THE CHU LAI AREA OF 2 UNCONFIRMED
REGT HDQTRS TO COMMAND PREVIOUSLY REPORTED BATTALIONS, AND A
NEW LIGHT HQ (ADV) TO COM AND THE REGTS. IF THIS REGT HDQTRS IS CONFIRMED
IT WILL BE THE LARGEST OPERATIONAL HDQTRS EVER REPORTED IN QUANG NAI.

7. CONCLUSIONS

A. NO CHANGE PENDING CONFIRMATION OR REPORT OF THE NEW UNITS AND HEAD-
QUARTERS IN THE CHU LAI AREA.
CONFIDENTIAL
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INTSUM #50 FROM 281201H TO 291200H JUNE 1965.

PASSED VIA MARINE LO TO SR ADV I CORPS, SR ADV 2ND DIV, SR ADV DANANG SPL SEC.
23RD BASE INTEL SQDN, C-1 DET USAF.

1. INTSUM #50 FROM 281201H TO 291200H JUNE 1965.

2. CHARACTERISTICS OF AREA OF OPERATIONS

A. COASTAL PLAIN WEATHER

FORCAST FOR AFTERNOON: 4,000' SCATTERED, 10,000' SCATTERED, HIGH BROKEN W/10 MILES VISIBILITY.

B. PIEDMONT AND MOUNTAIN AREA

GENERALLY SAME AS COASTAL PLAIN W/FORMATION OF ISOLATED THUNDERSTORMS WHICH WILL RESTRICT THE USE OF AIRCRAFT IN THIS AREA.

3. SUMMARY OF ENEMY SITUATION

A. AIR

(1) AIR ACTIVITY. NONE REPORTED.

(2) FLAK ACTIVITY. NONE REPORTED.

(3) NEW AVIATION UNITS OR EQUIPMENT.

JUN 29 1965
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(a) PACFLT INTSUM 14A-65 REPORTS WING MARKINGS ON THE MIG SHOT DOWN 20 JUNE WERE TWO RED STRIPES PARALLEL TO THE FUSELAGE, WITH ANOTHER BRIGHTER COLOR INSIDE EACH STRIPE. RED STRIPES WERE THREE TO SIX INCHES WIDE, SPACED ABOUT NINE INCHES APART. ADDITIONALLY, AN UNIDENTIFIABLE RED MARK WAS OBSERVED ABOUT TWO FEET FROM TOP OF VERTICAL STABILIZER, AND A FOUR TO FIVE INCH RED BAND OUTLINED THE EDGE OF INTAKE DUCT. REPORTED WING MARKINGS ON THE MIGS INVOLVED IN THE 17 JUNE INCIDENT WERE TWO YELLOW STRIPES OUTLINED IN RED, RUNNING FORE AND AFT ABOUT MIDSSPAN.

(4) POTENTIAL TARGETS: NONE REPORTED.

3. GROUND

(1) SIGNIFICANT TRENDS

(a) VC ACTIVITY STEPPED UP IN DANANG AREA FOR THE EXCUTING PERIOD.

(b) VC TROOP BULLDOG CONTINUING IN 2D ARVN DIV AREA, PARTICULARLY IN THAN HINH AND BINH SON DISTRICTS.

(c) ShOOTS CONTINUE TO INDICATE HEAVY WEAPONS LOC VIC QUANG NGAI PROVINCE.

(2) ATTACKS, HARASSMENT

(a) 29 JUNE: DANANG SPECIAL SECTOR RPTD HIEU DUC DIST HQ RECEIVED 15 81 MM MORTAR FIRED VIC HIEU DUC DIST HQ (AT 9369) APPROX 5 MI S.W., DANANG. ARVN AFRT FIRED MISSION VIC AT 920677, AND AT 920680, WHERE VC MORTAR POSITIONS BELIEVED TO BE LOCATED.
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(b) 29 June: 1st BN 9th MAR RPTD 1 RD S/A FL/E Located VIC HT 011736 APPROX 500 METERS S. OF DANANG AIRSTRIP.

c) 29 June: D CO 1st BN 3D MAR RPT MINE FIELD LOC VIC AT 951669 APPROX 5/2 MI S.W. DANANG. MINES CONSISTED OF 6MM M.O.T. RD W/CHARGE UNDERNEATH AND ELECTRICALLY DETONATED. D CO RECEIVED SA'S PT/E WHILE INVESTIGATING MINE FIELD.

d) 29 June: HTY D 1ST BN 12TH MAR RPT VC PROBE W/SA'S AND AW'S VIC AT 958757 APPROX 2/5 MI W. DANANG.

e) 29 June: 3D BN 4TH MAR BCO PATROL RPTS RECEIVING 3 RDS MORTAR AND 200 JDS SA'S FL/E FM 10 VC LOC VIC YD 883053 APPROX 6 MI S. PHU DAU. 1 VC KIA AND 1 CAR/BUS CAPTURED.

f) 28 June: H CO 2D BN 3D MAR RPT PROBED BY 1 VC VIC AT 896802 APPROX 7.5 MI N.W. DANANG.

g) 28 June: H CO 2D BN 3D MAR RPTD 3 MEN WALKING ON ROAD VIC 16 M.Y. (AT 904820). MEN WITHDRAW UNDER FIRE.

h) 28 June: A CO 1ST BN 3D MAR RPTD 1 VCS CAUGHT ATTEMPTING TO REMOVE CO A TRIP FLARES VIC AT 921732 APPROX 5 MI W. DANANG.

3) NEW OBSTACLES, BARIERS AND FORTIFICATIONS.

a) 29 June: CO D 1ST BN 3D MAR RPT MINE FIELD LOC VIC AT 951669. INFO CONTAINED IN PARAGRAPH B 1 C.

4) NEW UNITS LOCATED OR IDENTIFIED.

a) 25 June: QUANG NAM DIST ACT (F/6) RPTS 4TH VC BN MOVED TO HT 0568 APPROX 5 MI S.E. DANANG. (G-2 COMMENT: 1ST REPORT OF THE 4TH BN, 7TH BN RPTD IN THIS AREA.)
25 June: Quang Tin Dist AGT; (F/6) RPTS 92D BN VIC BT 2320 APPROX 21 MI N.W. Chu Lai. (G-2 COMMENT: 80TH BN LOC THIS AREA. 92D BN IS NOW U/C BN. LAST RPT RECEIVED 14 JUNE INDICATES 92D LOC VIC BT 2312 APPROX 8000 METERS S. OF ABOVE LOC.)

24 June: Quang Ngai Dist AGT; (F/6) RPTS 302D HEAVY WPNS CO VIC BS 4775 APPROX 19 MI S. Chu Lai. (G-2 COMMENT: 1ST RPT OF 302D HVY WPNS CO.)

23 June: Quang Ngai Dist AGT (F/6) RPTS 1 REGT WEARING BLACK UNIFORMS ARMED W/1-105MM GUN LOC VIC BS 1790 APPROX 25 MI W.S.W. Chu Lai W/MISISON TO ENFORCE VC FORCES LOC BINH SON WHO ARE PLANNING TO ATK BINH SON DIST HQ AND CHU LAI AIRFIELD. REGT HAS SPECIAL INSIGNIA ON THEIR SHOULDER MADE OF WHITE PARACHUTE CLOTH. (G-2 COMMENT: 2D RPT OF 105MM GUN LOC VIC QUANG NGAI.)

(5) Enemy Movement

28 June: VMO-2 RPT SIGHTED 5 TO 10 VIETNAMESE MALES ON HIGH GROUND VIC BS 720779.

28 June: VMO-2 RPTS RECENT SIGHTINGS OF TWO TO THREE VIETNAMESE MALES HIKING BESIDE TRAIL FROM BS 442860 TO BS 460842.

28 June: NOI AN LMO (F/6) RPT 1 VC MP CO AND 1 GUERRILLA CO LOC VIC BT 887672 APPROX 6 MI S.W. Danang.

28 June: 4TH MAR RPT FOLLOWING INFO FM LY THU DIST AGT (F/6) 200 VC ARMED W/WHITE AND 1-60MM MORTAR LOC VIC BT 3510 APPROX 12 MI W. Chu Lai. 200 VC LOC VIC BT 4102 APPROX 8 MI S.W. Chu Lai.
VC USING ARVN FLAG AS COVER WHEN THEY ASSEMBLE. (G-2 COMMENT:
SEVERAL RPTS OF VC USING ARVN FLAG. ET 3520 OPERATING AREA
FOR 70TH BN.)

(e) 28 JUNE: CO D 1ST BN 3D MAR RPT 12 ARMED MEN, WEARING BLACK UNIFORMS
W/STRAW HATS, MOVING INTO VILLAGE VIC AT 941679 APPROX 8 MI
S.W. DANANG.

(f) 28 JUNE: CO D 1ST BN 3D MAR RPTD FOLLOWING INFO FM ARVN
PATROL 100 VC LOC VIC LA CHAU (AT 963665) APPROX 6 MI S.W.
DANANG, AO CHECKED AREA AND RPTD NEGATIVE ACTIVITY. EARLY
NEXT MORNING CONSIDERABLE VC ACTIVITY THIS AREA. (SEE PARA B
(G.2) 2-A AND 2-C.)

(g) 28 JUNE: AO SIGHTED 30 PERSONNEL W/SA, 6 WEARING GREEN
UTILITIES, REMAINDER WEARING BLACK UNIFORMS, SET IN DEFENSE
POSITION VIC BS 720778 APPROX 21 MI SE CHU LAI. ARVN FLAG
NOT DISPLAYED AND PERSONNEL DID NOT APPEAR FRANKLY.

(6) LOGISTIC ACTIVITY

(a) 19 JUNE: QUANG TIN DIST AGT; (F/3) RPTD 8 BOATS, EACH CARRYING
20 MEN, KIAs, AND AMQ, MOVED ALONG TRUONG CHAI RIVER TO
DINH MAI VILLAGE VIC BT 272390 APPROX 29 MI S.W. DANANG. (G-2
COMMENT: 2D DIV G-2 RPTS THAT VC OFTEN USE BOATS TO CARRY
SUPPLIES AND PERSONNEL IN THIS AREA. SIA STATES THAT THIS
RIVER RAPIDLY BECOMING SUPPLY ROUTE OF HAINAN IMPORTANCE TO
VC. THE 15TH JUNK FLEET HAS NOTED UNUSUAL TRAFFIC ON
SOUTHERN PART OF THE RIVER.)

4. PERSONNEL AND EQUIPMENT LOSSES

A. PERSONNEL KIA. 3D BN 4TH MAR RPT 1 VC KIA.
B. PERSONNEL CAPTURED.

(1) 27 JUNE: 7 VC'S APPREHENDED BY 1ST BN 9TH MAR. HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED AS VC.

C. EQUIPMENT DESTROYED OR CAPTURED.

(1) 3D BN 4TH MAR RPTS 1 CARBINE CAPTURED.

D. FACILITIES DESTROYED OR DAMAGED.

20 JUNE:

MAG 12, AH-1 A/C FLEW FOLLOWING STRIKES: VC TARGETS ZC 16554, TARGET SATURATED. VC TARGETS ZC 09566, TARGET SATURATED. VC TARGETS VIC ZC 110612, TARGET SATURATED. RIVER BRANCH VIC ZC 181596, TARGET SATURATED. VC STRUCTURES VIC BT 036270, 2 STRUCTURES DESTROYED, 3 DAMAGED. VC TROOP CONCENTRATION VIC BT 021288, TARGET SATURATED. VC CONCENTRATION VIC BT 456052, NUMEROUS FIRES STARTED. VC CONCENTRATION VIC BT 440055, TARGET SATURATED. VC STRUCTURES VIC BS 135800, 1 STRUCTURE DESTROYED. VC TROOPS VIC BS 160780, TARGET SATURATED. VC STRUCTURES VIC BS 190740, TARGET SATURATED.

28 JUNE:

VMFA 513 A/C FLEW FOLLOWING STRIKES: VC STRUCTURES VIC BT 002276, 4 STRUCTURES DESTROYED, 9 DAMAGED. VC RECON CAMP, VIC BT 422092, 5 STRUCTURES DESTROYED. VC STRUCTURES, VIC BT 040266, 2 STRUCTURES DESTROYED, 2 DAMAGED. VC STRUCTURES VIC BT 427086, 3 STRUCTURES DESTROYED.

28 JUNE:

MAG 16 RPTS OH-1E STRIKE VIC BT 451051, 4 STRUCTURES BURNING.
5. COUNTERINTELLIGENCE

A. TERRORISM

(1) 23 June: 3 civilians and 2 soldiers kidnapped by VC from bus in Quang Nam Prov., BIC DT 03626.

(2) VC in Quang Tin Prov. forcing people to buy scrip in denominations of 100, 200 and 500$ VN.

B. PROPAGANDA & AGITATION - VC PROPAGANDA CONTINUES IN I Corps Area.

(1) In Quang Tin Prov. a VC propaganda team is using loudspeakers to urge people to Viet Minh to join VC.

(2) In Quang Nam Prov. VC have distributed anti-U.S. leaflets in several villages and also urging people in Hoa Vang District to demand return of land occupied by U.S. forces.

6. CAPABILITIES. NO CHANGE.

7. CONCLUSIONS. NO CHANGE.

-------------------
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INTSUM #51, FROM 231200H TO 301200H JUNE 1965.

PASSED VIA MARINEkad TO SR ADV I CO'S, SR ADV 2ND DIV, 3 ADV BARNOSS SLR SEJ. 23 D BASE INTEL SHTN, C-1 DST USAF.

1. INTSUM #51, FROM 231200H TO 301200H JUNE 1965.

2. CHARACTERISTICS OF AREA OF OPERATIONS:

A. COASTAL PLAIN WEATHER

   AFTERNOON: 2500 SCATTERED, 8000 BROKEN, W/HIGHER BROKEN AND 10 MI VISIBILITY.

   NIGHT: 6000 SCATTERED WITH HIGHER BROKEN, VISIBILITY 10 MI.

B. PLAIN AND MOUNTAIN AREA

   AFTERNOON AND NIGHT - GENERALLY SAME AS COASTAL PLAIN WEATHER WITH AFTERNOON THUNDERSTORM AND RAIN SHOWERS ACTIVITY IN MOUNTAIN AREAS.

3. SUMMARY OF EVENTS SITUATION

A. AIR:

   (1) AIR ACTIVITY: NONE REPORTED.

   (2) FLAK ACTIVITY:

      (a) 29 JUNE: VHO-2 UHR A/C HT RECEIVING SA FIRES IN VILLAGE BT 6200. ONE A/C HIT.

      (b) 29 JUNE: IMM-365 UHR A/C RPT SA FIRE IN VIC BS 629993. A/C RECEIVED ONE HIT.

40 JUL 1 1965
(c) 29 June: HH-261 UH-34D A/C HT SA PLN VIC AT 972528. ONE A/C HIT.

(d) 29 June: HH-261 HTS TWO W/Hs RECEIVED SA PLN FM VIC AT 979907.

New Aviation Units or Equipment. None Reported.

Potential Targets. None Reported.

B. Ground

(1) Significant Trends

(a) VC Continue Harassment of LOC's.

(b) Continued Reports of New Units or New Unit Designations Received Throughout I Corps.

(c) Continued VC Build Up in Hiai Region.

(2) Attacks, Harassment

(a) 29 June: 3D BN 3D MAR HTS SA/PI.0 VIC BT 622002 APPROX 6 mi S.E. CHU LAI. 1 VC KIA.

(b) 29 June: CO A 3D ANTHACS HTS 1 ANTHACS HIT 2 KILOM VIC BT 558044 APPROX 1 1/2 MI S. CHU LAI AIRSTRIP.

(c) 29 June: CO L 3D BN 3D MAR HECD SA PLN FM BT 649007 APPROX 7 1/2 MI S.E. CHU LAI.

(d) 29 June: CO K 3D BN 3D MAR FD ON BT UNK NO. VC VIC BS 645973 APPROX 8 1/2 MI S.E. CHU LAI.

(e) 29 June: 2D PLAT CO A DECON HE ECD 4 IODS SA HTS FM 2 VC VIC AT 929677 APPROX 6 MI S.W. DANG.

(f) 29 June: 3D BN 4TH MAR HTS AO FLIGHT SIGHTED TWO BOATS ON SONG TRACH RIVER VIC YD 820030 APPROX 8 MI S.W. DANG.
(3) NEW OBSTACLES AND BATTERIES.

(a) 26 June: 1 corps RPTD 2 METERS OF RAIL DESTROYED BY VC
VIC TD 922105 APPROX 3.25 KI S-E. PHU BAI

(a) NEW UNITS LOCATED OR IDENTIFIED

(a) 26 June: THUA THEN DIST AGT (P/6) RPT U/I VC BN VIC TD
7911 APPROX 6.25 KI S-W. PHU BAI.

(b) 26 June: THUA THEN DIST AGT; (P/5) RPT K/1 BN LOC VIC TD
5816 APPROX 19 KI W. PHU BAI. (G-2 COMMENT: 1ST
REPT OF THE K/1 BN. HARRIES AT PHU BAI HAVE HAD
CONTACT W/K-41 COMPANY ON SEV' BAL OCCASIONS.)

(c) 25 June: QUANG NGAI DIST AGT (P/6) RPT 935TH VC BN LOC VIC
BS 653625 APPROX 28 KI S-E. CHU LAI. (G-2 COMMENT:
1ST RPT OF 935TH BN. POSSIBLY THE 33TH BN.)

(d) 25 June: QUANG NGAI DIST AGT (P/6) RPT U/I VC BN LOC VIC
BS 5582 APPROX 5 KI S. CHU LAI. PERSONNEL SPEAK
W/I DUTCH ACCENT. THE WORDS "BORN IN THE NORTH,
DIE IN THE SOUTH" ARE WORN ON COLLARS.

(e) 24 June: QUANG TIN DIST AGT; (P/6) RPT 81ST BN ATTACK W/2-
AAMGA'S RPTD VIC BT 155235 APPROX 9 KI W OF TAM KY.
(G-2 COMMENT: CALIBER OF AAMGA'S UMK. 1ST RPT OF
81ST BN.)
24 JUNE: QUANG TIM DIST ACT (F/6) RPT 352D BY LOC VIC BT 421052 APPROX 7 MI W. CHU LAI. (G-2 CONV: 350TH HN, 108TH RPTD LOC THIS AREA. 352D POSSIBLE AKA 350TH HN.

5) ENEMY MOVEMENT

(a) 29 JUNE: VNA-2 A/C RPT LARGE NO. PEOPLE FLING TO VILLAGE VIC BT 69675. FOUR MEN SIGHTED HIDDING VIC BT 682021 AND 2 MEN SIGHTED HIDDING VIC BT 64779.

(b) 29 JUNE: 2D PLAT A CO INF BEGUN RPTD 20 VC GOING EAST VIC AT 828665 APPROX 8 LI S.W. DANANG. VC CALLING AM'S AND SA'S.

(c) 29 JUNE: A.N/W AIR OBS (C/3) RPT SIGHTING U/I 4 regulating type A/C VIC BT 4570 OFF THE COAST OF QUANG TIN PROVINCE. A/C WAS FLYING 75 FEET ABOVE THE WATER, WHEN U/I SIGHTED A.N/W AIRCRAFT AT INCREASED SPEED AND HEADED NORTH.

(d) 25 JUNE: QUANG TIM DIST (ACT (F/6) RPT VC BN LOC VIC BT 180310 APPROX 28 MI S.S. DANANG. VC HAVE MOVED 100 THINGS TO VIC BT 183246 APPROX 32 LI S.E. CHU LAI. (G-2 CONV: THREE DAYS AGO AN U/I BN REPORTEDLY COMPOSED OF 2000 WAS SIGHTED WITH COFFINS IN SAME GENERAL AREA. SIA'S RPTD THIS WAS FIRST TIME VC HAVE PROVIDED COFFINS FOR THEIR DEAD. PREVIOUS RPTS INDICATED VC UNITS INFILTRATED QUANG TIM CALLING LARGE GRAY WOODEN BOXES. POSSIBLY BOXES ARE USED FOR SUPPLIES.)
(6) LOGISTIC ACTIVITY. NONE REPORTED.

4. PERSONNEL AND EQUIPMENT LOSSES

A. PERSONNEL KIA.

(1) 3D BN 4TH MAR RPT 1 VC KIA.

(2) 3D BN 3D MAR RPT 14 VC KIA DURING SWEEP OPERATION IN S.E. TAOR.

B. PERSONNEL CAPTURED.

(1) 1ST BN 3D MAR RPT 1 VC CAPTURED VIC AT 9370 APPROX 1/2 MI S.W. DAMANG.

(2) 3D BN 3D MAR RPT 2 VC CAPTURED DURING SWEEP OPERATION IN S.E. TAOR.

C. EQUIPMENT DESTROYED OR CAPTURED.

(1) 3D BN 4TH MAR CAPTURED 1 U.S. CARBINE, 1 CHICOM GRENADE, 28 7DS SA's AIKDO.

D. FACILITIES DESTROYED OR DAMAGED.

27 JUNE: F-4G 12, A-4, A/C FLEW FOLLOWING STRIKES: VC TROOPS VIC YD 883053, YD 862063, AND YD 855025, TARGET SATURATED. VC TRAINING AREA AND RICE STORAGE VIC YC 870560, TARGET SATURATED. VC VILLAGE VIC AT 975543, 9 STRUCTURES DESTROYED. VC VILLAGE, VIC AT 870530, 15 STRUCTURES DESTROYED. VC VILLAGE VIC AT 870273, 52 STRUCTURES DESTROYED. VC VILLAGE VIC AT 843274, 7 STRUCTURES DESTROYED, 5 DAMAGED, 1 SECONDARY EXPLOSION, 1 POSITIVE SECONDARY EXPLOSION, EXTENSIVE FIRES STARTED. VC VILLAGE VIC 966257, 17 STRUCTURES DESTROYED, 7 DAMAGED. VC STRUCTURES VIC AT 973240, 7 DEST, 5 DAMAGED. VC TROOPS AND AUTOMATIC WEAPONS VIC DT 645020, TARGET SATURATED. P.E STRIKE ZONE NUMBER 3 VIC BS 175755, TARGET SATURATED.
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29 JUNE VHF/A-513 A/C FLEW FOLLOWING STRIKES: VC STRUCTURES AND
TRENCH COMPLEX VIC AT 953271, 21 STRUCTURES DESTROYED.
TRENCH COMPLEX DAMAGED. VC STRUCTURES VIC AT 942271, 11
STRUCTURES DESTROYED. VC STRUCTURES AND TRENCHES VIC AT
950260, TARGET SATURATED. VC STRUCTURES VIC AT 962264,
6 STRUCTURES DESTROYED.

5. COUNTERINTELLIGENCE

A. TERRORISM

(1) NO SIGNIFICANT CHANGES IN I Corps Area. During 25-27 June, 4
CIVILIANS KIDNAPPED AND 1 CIVILIAN ASSOCIATED IN T.J.A THIEN
HOV.

B. PROPAGANDA AND AGITATION

(1) NO SIGNIFICANT CHANGES. VC IN THIEN HOV CONTINUE TO LECTURE ON
THEIR VICTORIES AND URG JE RELATIVES OF ARVN PERSONNEL TO DEMAND
THEIR RELEASE FROM SERVICE.

6. CAPABILITIES. NO CHANGE.

7. CONCLUSIONS. NO CHANGE.

---
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